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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, July 10, 1969
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Around
Murray
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(Special to the Ledger & TI
The 30th annual meeting
The annual meeting of the 7513880, or the chapter office, the West Kentucky Rural Ele
Calloway County Chapter of the 753-1421.
talc Cooperative Corporati
Robert 0. Miller, 1969 Fund will be held on Saturday, Ju
American Red Cross was held
The word drifting down the
at the courthouse with 13 dir- Campaign Chairman, reported 12 on the campus of South Mx'
grapevine is that the Norman
ectors,
4 service chairmen, and that approximately $8,500.00 shall High School, located bpoff
the
Lubaff Choir will lead
other
interested
citizens present. will be turned over to the re- tween Benton and Hardin or
fall Civic Music menu. Not ofFive directors were chosen for gular account for next year. U.S. 641.
ficial, you understand, but most
3 year terms: James Williams, Chairman Nanny and the board
An estimated 2,500 members
likely. This will indeed be quite
Robert Moyer, Henry Holton, expressed their appreciation to of the sprawling cooperative,
a plum locally. The programs
Field Montgomery, and Leonwhich supplies low-cost TVA
have improved greatly and some
(Continued on Page Seven)
ard Vaughn. Sid Easley was
power to rural families in five
real name entertainment is
West Kentucky counties, are ex,
coming, and has come our way. elected to fill a term of one
year. An election of officers
pectect to attend.
Entertainment will be providThanks to the State Highway was held after the directors
were
named.
Lester
Nanny
was
by Mickey Cochran and his
ed
the
Department for cutting
The Blood River Associatimial
Blue Rollers, from 10-11 a.m.,
weeds on Doran Road. They re-elected chairman, Robert
Young Woman's Auxiliary will
Moyer,
vice-chairman,
QuarSid
EasBrothers
Smith
and by the
Mrs. Ora Bodkin, mother of hold a prayer retreat at the
went overboard this time and
A new Murray-Calloway Coun- are expected to cost $175,000
tet, Calvert City, from 1-1:30 Mrs. Roy Stewart of Murray,
cut them clear up to the fences ley, treasurer, and Ruth Cole,
Baptist Student Center, Mur- ty Library building will be con- with one third of this amount
secretary.
cash
program,
with
p.m.
A
quiz
on each side.
An Hawaiian Luau will be ' prizes for ,correct answers, will j:assed away Wednesday at three ray State University, on Friday structed on West Main Street being borne by the local Libheld
at the Calloway County begin at 11:15, followed by a a.m, at the Murray-Calloway and Saturday, July 11 and 12 just west of the Titsworth Den- rary Districts with funds lieing
Charles Hale, who has served
And thanks to the city for
County Hospital.
•
Registration will be held at tal Clinic, it was revealed today provided by the 3% cent LibCountry
Club on Saturday, July barbecue lunch at noon.
cleaning out the area between as chapter treasurer for the 19, at 7:30 p. m.
The deceased was 88 years of four p.m. on Friday followed by by Mrs. Macon Blankenship,
(Continued on Page Seven)
begins
business
session
The
past
seven
years,
gave
a
finanage. She was residing in Mur- the business meeting at 6:30 Secretary of the Calloway Counthe sidewalk and the curb along
Polynesian food will be catNorth Fourth Street. This looks cial report, which said that all ered by the House of Grace, at 1:30 p.m. with officers and ray at the time of her death but p.m.
ty District Board of Trustees.
directors presenting their an- had formerly been a resident of
activities had been maintained
mighty good.
Rev. Charles Chumbler wial
and music will be by Jack Stal nual reports.
The contract has been let to
within the budget, and that the
Wickliffe.
conduct the Bible study at six the Quality Construction Comcup and his Orchestra. The
directelection
of
three
The
Fred Schultz gets the cast off 1970 fiscal year should be free dress will be sports shirts,
Mrs. Bodkin was 'a long time p.m. and supper will be served pany of Benton, with work to
his leg in about nine more days. of financial difficulties, barring mumus, shifts, grass' sitirts, etc. ors will be held starting at 2:15 member of the First Baptist at seven pan, followed by sing- begin in the near future. The
p.m. Three present directors, Church of Wickliffe and a past
unforeseen local emergencies.
ing at eight p.m.
Reservations will -close at
building is expectal to be comWs have the feeling that Bill He was commended by t h e noon on Thursday, July 17, and H. G. Gingles, Calloway County, president of the Wickliffe Wo- Testimony Pact Partners will pleted by the spring of next
Miller will do a good job as board for his years of service. should be made by signing up John Collie, Marshall County, man's Club. She had been an he the feature at 8:15 followed year.
and Joe S. Ray, Graves County, employee of Ballard Mercantile
Jean Blankenship, chapter ex- at
Superintendent of the County
the Pro Shop or calling
by the Cycle of Prayer led by
Peck Associates, Architects of
have been nominated for re- Company for many years.
ecutive secretary, reported on Capt.
Schools.
and Mrs. Gaylord Forrest,
Mrs. Masako Cornell at 8:35. Paducah, has planned the conelection for three year terms.
this year's activities, particular- Dr. and
Survivors are one daughter, The Calendar of prayer will be struction which has already
Mrs. James C. Hart,
Attendance prizes will be a- Mrs. Stewart; one sister, Mrs.
Congratulations to the Fiscal ly the military service case- Mr. and -Mrs. John Irvan, Mr.
at 9:05 with prayer needs at been approved by the State
Seventeen boys have been
Court on paying off the final load. She also reported actions and Mrs. Eugene Flood, or Mr. warded starting at 3 p.m. and Cliff Billingten of Wickliffe; 9:10 and prayer groups at 9:15. Library Building Administratselected for the All Star Team
endebtedness on the county taken in behalf of 305 service- and Mrs. Stanford. Hendrickson. the meeting will adjourn at two grandchildren, Mrs. HarInformal prayer testimony ion. It will be of simple and
men or their families, 67 vet3:30 p.m.
old Hopper of Alma Route One will be at 9:45 followed by snack functional design, one story of the Little League of the
Murray Baseball Association, ac(Continued on Page Sevin)
erans, and the fulfillment of all
The cooperative, managed by and Dr. Chad Stewart of Murtime at 10:15, goodnight circle high, containing 8,000 square cording to the list released by
John Edd Walker, serves 18,- ray; two great grandchildren,
quotas to the Ft. Campbell
at 10:45, and bedtime at 11 feet. The building is located on the president, Ted Howard.
s
"my Hospital, Lexington Vet667 consumers in West Ken- Jerry Hopper and Lee Stewart.
p.m.
t. large lot which will give amp.e
The boys are Craig Suiter,
Hospital, and to Viet Nam.
tucky, including 5,833 in Cabo- The funeral services were
Saturday morning the girls a- parking space for the staff yid Johnny Shelley, Dale McCuisrerans
She announced that the West
held today at 3:30 p.m. at the rise at seven—a.m, followed by patrons of the library. There
Four persons were cited for way County.
ton,'Phil *Miller, Randy Shelton,
Kentucky Red Cross Confer- speeding on
Officers of' the c perativ ' Milner-Phillips Funeral Home
Wednesday by the
breakfast at eight a.m., prayer will also be space for expansion Keith Wade, Tony Thurman,
Grave in Wickliffe with burial in the
Jeffrey
ence would be held in Mayfield Murray
are:
HowardL
Police
Department
groups at nine a.m, and gen- of the building as the need a- Wes Ferguson, Dan Finch, Ranon September 29 and urged all These were by radar
County, president; John
Wickliffe Cemetery.
check, ac
eral
assembly at 9:30 a.m.
rises.
dy,Dunn, Greg Gingrass, David
Marshall County, vice president;
directors and interested citizens cording to the citation
reports
All girls are invited to attend.
The building will be -central- Hudspeth, Paul Holland, Billy
CowlCalloway
0.
S.
Wall,
to attend.
and
Three other persons were alIf you can not arrive for re- ly heated and air conditioned Joe McDougal, Bobby Knight,
•ty, secretary-treasurer.
gistration, come any time in the and will provide offices for the Robbie Hibbard, and Richard
Mrs. Paul Lynn, Chairman of so cited by the police. They
evening on Friday, a YWA regular library staff and the Scott.
Volunteers, reported on their were one for reckless driving
Regional Library Office. It will
spokesman said.
activities at the Murray-Callo- and two for no operator's liHoward said the boys were
act as the storage and distribut- selected from the players on
The Breathalyzer, an instru- way County Hospital and the cense and reckless driving.
the
alcohdetermine
ion center for the Bookmobile the eight teams of the Little
ment to
past blood drive, stating that
TRASH FIRE
which carries the. services of League. They will play in the
olic content in a person's blood, 1,346 hours had been donated
Seven educators from t Ii e
the library to all sections of the All Star game during the week
has been received by the Mur- during atre---past quarter. She
Murray area are among 44 tea—
The Murray Fire Department
ray Police Department.
county.
went on to say that work 13
Ortis D. Guthrie of 1610 Meg- chers, supervisors, and princiof July 21, with the exact date
Chief of Police James B. being done on assuming the was called out Wednesday at nolia Drive, Murray, is now a pals fram 25 Kentucky county
The annual homecoming will The building and equipment to be announced later.
special
Brown said that some
county military service requests 1:55 p.m. tea trash fire in patient at the Murray-Calloway and independent school sys- be held at the Jeffrey CemeThe Women's Auxiliary of
tubes still have to be obtained for the coming year. "Our chap- the alley by the _ Ledger & County Hospital after suffering tems taking part in an educat- tery located east of Dexter on
the Little League, Mrs. Kan
before the local law officers ter has been requested to fur- Times on North 4th Street. The a heart attack at Lebanon, ional television workshop this Sunday, July 13, at 11:15 a.m.
Adams, president, will present.
will be able to use this to de- nish 200 Christmas gift bags booster was used to extinguish Tenn., on Friday morning, July summer at Murray State UniRev. William D. McKinney
pinsto the twelve year olds,
termine the alcoholic content for Viet Nam, 100 unfilled de- the flames. One truck
with 4.
versity.
will preach at 11:15. A basket
caps for the all stars, and troof a person arrested for driv- nim bags for the wounded in three regular firemen answered
Guthrie, his wife, and their
They are Randolph Allen, 808 dinner will be served following
phies for the winning team at
the
call.
intoxicated.
They
were
back at son, Donnie, had left Thursday North Nineteenth Street; Bobby the preaching services.
ing while
Viet Nam, 5 handknit sweaters
the
final game of the season to
Chief Brown said the instru- and 5 walking cast socks for the station at 2:15 p. m.
afternoon for a weekend trip Allen, 809 North Nineteepth
All persons interested in the 'HONOWlatt(M)
— A preli- be pinynd on Friday, July 18.
ment will be in operation in military hospitals, 12 cakes and
Mountains.
Smoky
Great
Street;
Betty
Scctt,
906
Popto the
upkeep of the cemetery are minary autopsy has revealed
All Little League players and
WILL RAY REUNION
about ten days, and will be additional Christmas contributThey had spent Thursday night lar; James Feltner, Route One; urged to bring or send their do- that Bonny the space monkey parents are urged to attend this
placed at the City Police lea- ions for Ft. Campbell, and laat the Holiday Inn in Lebanon, Judith Baucum, Route One; Dal- nations.
probably died of heart failure special event on the final night
The family of Will Ray will and when Mr. Guthrie awoke ton Vaughn, 803 North SixUon to be available to all of- yettes for servicemen's wives,"
resulting from a combination of of play.
have a reunion at' the Murray about 6:30 he became ill. He teenth Street; and Evon Orr, 402
ficers twenty-four hours per she said.
weightlessness, immobility and
In the lead for the season are
day.
Mrs. Lynn also said that in- City Park on Sunday, July 14. was hospitalized at the hospital South Eleventh Street.
space
capsule.
a
chilly
the
Athletics coached by B. G.
Three city policemen, Sgt. dividuals and organizations who A basket dinner will be served in Lebanon and was transferred
The workshop, Project MUST
The 14-pound pigtail monkey Thurman. Other teams and their
Mozell Phillips, Sgt. Ed Knight, wish to help should call her, at noon.
by ambulance to the local hos- (Multi-Media Utilization through
died Tuesday after he was coaches are Yanks, W. L. Pinkand Sgt. Max Morris, inel Depital on Tuesday.
Statewide Television), began
brought back to earth in the ston; Reds, Holmes Dunn; Cubs,
puty Sheriff Gene Parker atThe Murray man is reported June 23 and will tun through
ninth day of a planned 30-day Chester Thomas; Astros, Bill
tended a special school to learn
to be resting well by his wife. July 26.
—
McKee!; Twins, Buddy Buckthe use of the breathalyzer at
He is listed in satisfactory conAocording to Dr, Franklin Mrs. Don Keller, president, (Continued on Page Seven)
ingham;
Cardinals, Harry RecRichEastern State University,
dition by the hospital this Fitch, project director and propresided at the executive board
ker; and Nats,_Drane Shelley.
mond.
morning.
fessor of audio-visual education meeting of the Murray Woman's,
Prior to their attending school
Their other son, Dale who is at Murray State, the federallyClub held on Monday, July 7,
three local Kentucky State
doing Baptist mission work in supported workshop has two
at noon at the club house.
Troopers, Charles Stephenson,
Arizona this summer, has been purposes:
The treasurer, Mrs. Purdom
A portrait of Jesse Stuart, in- uled to begin at 2:30 p.m.
Tam Adams, and Iris Crawford,
notified of is father's illness.
—to give each participant
Kentucky
The portrait, by Marie L. Hol- They have one daughter, Mrs. first-hand experience with edu- Outland, gave her report and
had the breathalyzer training. ternationally-known
said that $1069.00 was collected
The state is furnishing the author and poet, will be pre- ton, well-known Murray artist, David Lamb of Murray.
cational television and in pre- for the Murray-Calloway Counbreathalyzer instrument to the sented to the Murray State Uni- will be presented by M. 0. WraGuthrie is employed in the paring and utilizing audio and
city and county as the local law versity Library Sunday, July 13, ther, executive vice-presidert of Assembly Department of the visual aids for teaching with ty Health Center from t h e
Charity Ball sponsored by the
officers have had the necessary during public ceremonies ached- the University, on behalf of the Murray Division of the Tappan television, and
Murray Woman's Club in June.
By CHARLES B. TAYLOR
witn a good posture. Let's keep
Murray State University Found- Company and is serving as vicetraining. It is to be used to de—to provide an opportunity
Mrs. John Gregory, recording
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) — A everything moving."
ation.
termine the alcoholic content
president of Local 1068 of the for selected school leaders to
secretary, read the minutes, and leak was discovered in Apollo
The countdown includes 93
in a person's blood after an
The unveiling of the painting AFL-CIO.
prepare a practical in-service Mr*.Tommye D. Taylor, year- 11's pressurization system t .- hours of work and 40 hours, 32
arrest for driving while intoxwill be by Miss Martha Guier
training program in educational book chairman, reported on the day but a space agency spokes- minutes of rest periods. These
icated has been made by the
TV for the teachers in their progress of the books for 1969- man said it was not expected to rest intervals could be used to
FREE PETS
The Kentucky Mountain Mis- and Mrs. Pierce McDougal. Dr.
officers. This will save time
Kerry M. Sparks, president of
school system.
70.
delay the start of the lunar recoup lost time if the helium
in that the person cited for sion truck is scheduled to be
Murray State, will accept the
The workshop participants The invocation was given by landing countdown tonight.
Free to someone for pets,
leak caused a countdown delay.
DWI will not have to go to at the First United Methodist
portrait on behalf of the uni- Four half S • •w kittens about are enrolled in two related gra- Mrs. Vernon Shown.
The problem was in Apollo
Pre-countdown operations bethe local hospital for a blood Church an Monday, July 14.
Any one having clothing or versity.six weeks old. Three half Ci duate education courses at Mur- Those present were Mrs. Kel- 11's booster rocket. Technicians gan Wednesday night and contest, officers said.
ray
State
and
will
earn
three
ler, president, Mrs. Gregory, re- were ordered to climb into the tinued through today.
other articles for the mission, Stuart,'currently on the Mur- lie puppies, about six week3
cording secretary, Mrs.'Outland, rocket's huge fuel tanks to coris asked to please bring them (Continued on Peg* Seven)
old, mother
is
registered
These include clearing com(Continued on Pa9a Seven) treasurer, Mrs. Thomas Brown, atit
to the educational building.
Phone 753-3060. ,
,
it.
munications
channels for the
* *
*
finance chairman, Mrs. J. I.
many voices which will talk to
agency
spokeftnan
A space
Hosick, legislative chairman,
each other during the countCUNNINGHAM REUNION
Mrs. Taylor and Mrs. Glen Rog - reported that the leak was ex- down, turning on power to the
pected to prove minor and easi- spacecraft command and kerThe reunion by descendants ers, yearbook chairmen, Mrs
corrected, but he acknow
ly
Bethel
Richardson,
auditor,
Mrs
vice module and parts of the'
William M. Porter, minister
of Bruce Morgan and Green
ledged,
"It's the one matter of Saturn 5 launch vehicle, Wining
Robert
Scott,
Alpha,
Mrs.
Maof the First Christian Church,
Cunningham will be held at the
8th Street pavilieo of the Mur- con Blankenship, Creative Arts, concern."
on closed circuit television cam
left Sunday for Craig Springs
The countdown for next eras to monitor the operations,
Grounds
in
Virginia
Conference
ray City Park on Sunday, July Mrs. Graves Hendon, Delta, Mrs.
Gene Brandon, Garden, Mrs. Wednesday's launch of Neil A. and delivering to the launch
where he wil be on the faculty
13.
John D. Stamps, Home, Mrs. Armstrong, Michael Collins and pad the explosive devices used
of the Southern Academy of
John Belt, Kappa, Mrs.- Vernon Edwin E. Aldrin is scheduled to to start the Saturn's five firstTeaching for two weeks.
Shown,
Music, Mrs. Cliff Camp- begin at 8 p.m. EDT and the stage engines.
One hundred and twenty-five
bell, Theta, and Mrs. 0. B. spokesman said, "We're still
persons from the Southeastern
Installing the ordinance deviBoone, Sigma. Miss June Keller planning to start the countdown ces will be the first task when
Christian Churches (Virginia,
of Miami, Fla., was a guest of on time."
North and South Carolina, Georthe countdown starts tonight
United Press latorastional
He said the extent of the leak
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Keller
gia, Alabama, Tennessee, Kenwith the words of chief test conproblem
would
not
be
known
tucky, Mississippi, Louisiana,
Bill Schick: "Start on my
ductor
until later today. It involves a
KENTUCKY — Considerably
and Arkansas) will be present.
cloudy
hot
and
humid
helium
gas
system
used
to
prestbday
at
T-minus three days,
mark
Rev. Porter will return late
and tonight with a few showers
surize the liquid oxygen in the 21 hours, zero minutes. 5-4-3-2-1Saturday, July 19, and will leave
first stage of the Saturn 5 roc- mark."
or thundershowers, High today
the following Wednesday for a
97 north to 96 south. Low toket.
Takeoff time for -the world's
two-day conference in Lexingsight 70 north to 76 south.
First Problem
greatest space adventure —
ton. He will then be chaplain
atostly cloudy, less humid and
The Murray-CalloWay County It ,was the first significant putting men on the moon — is
for a week at Hillman Ferry
Shrine Club will hold its month- problem reported Wring the 9:32 a m. EDT Wednesday.'
a little cooler Friday.
Camp Grounds in the Land BeLAKE DATA
ly fellowship breakfast at the preparations to begin the countTime Getting Short'
tween the Lakes. He will be
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 357.6, Triangle Restaurant, South 12th down.
back in Murray on August 1.
With time getting shorter, the
down 0.2; Below dam 306.3, up Street, Murray, on Sunday, July In a final re-countdown staff astronauts kept Illi-their'trainVisiting ministers at the First
Kentucky
—
author
and
gates
STUART
MAGIC
poet
0.8.
no
open.
13,
at
nine
a.m.
meeting
Wednesday
night,
Jess*
Stuart
holds
students
Christian Church will be Rev.
absorbed
ing grind in a building six miles
dosses in the threso-mk Creative Writing Workshop
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 357.7,
Launch Director Rocco A. Pet- from the launch pad where they
Fred Morton of the United as he makes a point during a break
Following the-1 breakfast the rone told launch crewmen.
Campus Ministry on Sunday, at Murray State University. Shown in the background is Mrs. Opal Howard of Murray.
owIl 0.1; Below dam 307.4, i;p
have been practicing almost
members and their families will 'This is the big one we've daily in recent weeks in spaceJuly 13, and Rev Richard -Mil- Theo workshop, which began Juno 30 and will end July 18, includes instruction in four
story,
poetry,
creative
short
novel,
and
—
thele.chobeen
working
on
for
eight
writing
forms
or
attend
Sunset 8:19, Sunrise 5:45.
the church of
ler of UCNI on July 20 and July
articles. ,Forty-seven students are
nine years. We're going into it
enrolled.
(Continued on Prigs Seven)
27.
Moon rose 1:34 a.m.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
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POKER CHIP BECOMES
SYMBOL TO AID
MENTAL HEALTH
An ordinary poker chip has
become a symbol of improving
mental health at a large State
mental hospital.

SUBSCIPTION RATES' By Carries- in Murray, per week 350, per
The story is One that shows
Month $1.53. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, OM: DOW much a planned, effective
Zones 1 & 2, 113.00; Elsewhere $18.00. All service subscripUons $8.00. treatment program can accomplish for formerly "hopeless"
"The Outstandiag Civic Asset ot a Community le the
patients.

Iallegrity of its Newspaper"

THURSDAY — JULY 10, 1969

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

,ATLANTA - Gov. Lester Matkitol, commenting on television on
the Justice Department's suggestions for immediate integration
of Georgia's public schools:
"So far as I'm concerned, they can take their ultimatum and
ram it in their satchels - or suitcases if they want to, and phooey
on the whole crowd."
CAPE KENNEDY - Apollo 11 launch Director Rocco A. Petrone,
addressing his staff as plans for the moontrip enter their final
stages:
"This is the big one we've been working on for eight or nine
years. We're going into it with a good posture. Let's keep everything moving"
LONDON - Elizabeth Taylor announcing she is considering
retiring from her acting career:
"Unless something comes along that absolutely captivates me,
the life of leisure - if you can call being married to Richard Burton
and the mother of four children leisure - is for me."

Rogers Hall, the maximum
security building at Arkansas
State Hospital, houses mentally
disturbed criminals. Once it
was viewed entirely as a closely
guarded dumping ground for
the "criminally insane."
Then the hospital, with the
aid of a hospital improvement
grant from the National Institute of Mental Health, added
new staff members and began
a series of meetings with prosecuting attorneys, police, judges,
deputies, and others involved in
committing to the hospital persons charged with crimes. Next
they began a three-phased pro-

gram.
The poker chip is the hallmark of the first
Patients earn these tokens by
some specific, positive behavior.
They receive them for such

Choose you this day whom ye will serve. — Joshua 24:15.
A man must decide! But as for me and my house, we will serve
the Lord.

No longer needed since patients have now become active
participants in the program, the
poker chip tokens are dropped.
As a patient continues to demonstrate acceptable behavior,
the hospital recommends to the
court that criminal charges be
cleared so that final disposition
of each patient's case can be
made.
Thus begins the program's
third phase. Patients who are
cleared of charges and fret of
psychosis then transfer to the
"exit group," where they live on
an open ward. They have fulltime work assignments on the
grounds. They great!), increase
their contacts with the community through shopping trips and
going to movies or other public
entertainment.

chasnel 4

••=g•••••,•••

THIJR30AY EVENING PROGRAMS
:00 Newt.; Wthr.; Sots.
30 Daniel aoone
:DO Daniel Boone
:30 Ironskle
:03 IronSkie
:30 Dragnet 19411
:00 Dean airlin Show
7 :30 Dean Martin Show
kg
I
O
Ga

10 1". ;70,,;;;,,,,'..Sp''
:00 Tonight Show
I :33 tonight Show

12

1

WASTE OF TIME

••=•••••

WS!X--TV
Channel

WLAC—T\
channel 5

News; Wthr.; Sports broncu
F lying Nun
Animal World
That Girl
Prisoner
ea w itched
Prisoner
TOM Jones
This
Moyle:
Tern Jones
"Clean By Nigh," This
It Takes
Movie
2 RI::
Movie
News Wthr Sports News: Wthr . Snorts
. Munson Outdoors
Movie:
'Movie:
"Vier Drums"
"Over evoosed"
Movie
Movie
-TrMovie
'Joey Bishoo Show
'Joey Sithoo Show
Bishoo Show

ST. LOUIS, Mo. UPI - This
spring and summer, St. Louis
has had twice the normal amount
of rain, ruining most weekends,
and many people are feeling
might low.
Horticulturist Lad Cutak had
some good news Tuesday, for
those who like a long-range view
of things: The trees will be doubly beautiful when they change
colors next fall.

GOOD AIM

CHURCH CROOKHAM , England UPI - At the army transport
training school instructors ordered recruits to sit in a tree,
flap their arms and call "tweettweet," and crawl through a pond
saying "quack-qUack."

Lta. Roy Royle, the school's
commanding officer, says he has
ordered his stiff to put a stop
•
to the practice.

FRIDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

5
if

ta

7
8
0,
7
I Be
g
I

Country JOurhal
Show
Country Junction
00 Morning
30 Morning Show
CBS News
Country ,kinction
:Oa Today; Wthr
Junctiony News-Wthr.
30 Today
:00 Today; Wthr.
Captain Kangaroo
30 Todar
Captain Kangaroo
:OS It Takes Two
Mike Doual&S Show
:30 Concentration
Mike Douches Show
:00 Personaiitv
Andy of Mayberry
:30 Hollywood Squares Dick Van Dyke Show
:00 Jeopardy
Love ot Life; News
Search tor 'Tomorrow
:30 Eye
`
.,12
, Worship

Family Theater
Beoz
rszo
Bozo
Bozo
Lucy

Showw
Show
Show
Show

Hazel

Barbara Moore Show
Barbara Moore Show
Bewitched
Funny You Should Ask

When this phase ends, patients are referred to the State
Vocational Rehabilitation Service for job training and placement. Or they may go back to
their homes, or to a nursing
home if their physical condition
requires it.
Results of the program that
begins with a poker chip and
may end outside the mental hospital are very encouraging.

maintaining proper hygiene, attending classes, doing assigned
housekeeping duties, and taking
part in physical education activities.

Drugs and other therapy are
included in the first phase treatment. In the second phase, the
patients receive intensive group
psychotherapy. Also, they start
work therapy with increasing
but supervised freedom on the

This promising program illustrates the new trand in progressive mental hospitals. Hospital
improvement grants are helping
scores of these hospitals around
the country to develop new
services and programs so that
they need not be merely dumping grounds but real hospitals to
treat and rehabilitate the- mentally ill.

Dream House
Let's Make a Deal
Newlywed Game
Many Solendored
:00 Days of Our Lives Guiding
Dating Game
Light
:30 Doctors
• General HOSPital
Secret Storm
inor
.00
Ano,h0,
One Life to Live
Edge of Night
-30 You ,inn"
Dark Shadows
:03 Match Game; News Gilligan's Isl•nd
LUieletter Show News Batman
.10 Flintstones
Beverly Hillbillies
Movie:
:03 Allen Ludderes
"The Crooked Web" I Love Lucy
:30 Gallery
Afternoon Movie
News
:00_to Summer
Huntiey Brinkiey
CBS E yen ing News Bronco
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Show
Snow

As the World Turns

News. Singing Cony

FLINT, Mich, UPI - When two
policemen answered a break-in
call at a supermarket Tuelday,
they got right to the seat of
things.
Duane McLoughlin, 35, Fenton,
was in good condition at a local
hospital today with bullet wounds
"making it difficult for him to * TODAY thru SAT.*
sit comfortably."

Murray Marble
Works

IT'S

4
69 /
Ot
t u1 y1.941111$ 1969 CHEVY II WILL BE GIVEN AWAY ON WEDNESDAY NET, JULY.16

THE IvIIRISCH
PRODUCTION COMPANY

Guns
.if
11111. .41.1.1f

.00 News: Wthr ; Sots News: wthr.; Sports Bronco
:30 High Chappar•I
Wild Wild West
Let's Make • Deal
:CO Mien Chaotaarrat
Wild Wild Wear
John Davidson Show
ft :30 Name of the Game GPmer Pyle. titMC John Davidson Show
O :00 Name-7-a—
the Game Movie:
Judd for the Defense
:30 Name of the Game 'Youngblood Hawk" Judd for the Defense
:00 The Saint
Dick Cavett Show
Moyle
7 30 The Saint
Dick Cavett Show
Movie
.00 News. Wthr., Sots News; Wthr • Sports News. Wthr.; Sports
O
ga :JO Tonight Show
Movie:
Ray Anthony Show
Tonight Show
"Good Day for a
Ran Anthony Show
1 I .00
10 Tonight Show
Hanging"
Movie:
True
Movie:
Story
"The
Joey Bishop
of
12 .°3
Joey Mason Show
Jesse James"
1
:00
Joey Bishop Show
Movie
JOev Bishop Show

6

LEVY-GAMIER -LAVEN presents
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t.

extensive hospital grounds.

Land
Transfers

* ENDS TODAY *

* TODAY thru SAT.*

FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

and Patrick Eve of Clarksville,
Ince, one lot,
Smithwood Development Corp.,
to Arthur Lipinski and Beverly
Lipinski of Alsip, ill., six lots;
David D. Allen of Wayne, Mich.,
Development
Corp.,
Smithwood
I•
one lot; Hollis and or Adrianalof
Speaker John W, McCormack, to David Lewis and Carolyn Lew- Hughes of St. Louis, Mo., two
'
By DANIEL RAPOPORT
Chicago,
two
lots;
Ill.,
Billy
is
of
ID-Mass., and his lieutenants,
lots; Edgar W. Miller and Nancy EMPHYSEMA AID -- atients
"It was worse than the Udall Joe Gray of Nashville, one lot; Carol Miller of Hoffman, Ill., with emphysema get around
WASHINGTON UPI - The polichallenge," said one Democrat, Jerry W, Lewis and Gail C. Lewis one lot; Rollie or Florence K, by using a portable oxygentical losers in last Monday's
admittedly. "It shook them to of Palos Hills, Ill., onelot;Darr- Erwin of Genda, 111,, three lots; ator at National Jewish HosHouse vote on extending the inell Hart and Mildred Hart of Livtheir teeth."
Joseph M. Peitz and Donna F. pital, Denver, Colo. Some
come surtax were not those who
Mich., two lots; Johnny F.
onia,
The "Udall challenge" was
Peitz of Skokie,
five lots; find it difficult to climb even
unsuccessfully opposed the meGeraldean
RobertRobertson
and
the abortive attempt several moWilbur
F.
Adams,
Jr.,
and
David a few steps if the crippling
asure but the bemocratic leadTenn.,
lots;
two
nths ago by Rep. Moris K. Udall, son of Joelton,
E. Adams of Decatur, Ill., four
lung disease is acute.
ers who backed it.
Clevenner
Zella
and
J.
William
D-Ariz., to replace the 75-yearlots.
Of the 235 Democrats who
Westmont,
Mae
Clevenner
of
Ill.,
31d McCormack as speaker.
Smithwood Development Corp.,
took part in the vote, 56 went
lot in Pine Bluff Shores SubdivCritics of the leadership pos- four lots.
with their leaders while 179 went
Development Corp., to James McCandless and Rhoda Asion.
Smithwood
ition on the surtax say privately,
McCandless
of
Franklin,
Tenn„
against them - that is, more than
so far what they resent most is to George Weaver and Alice Wea- four lots- Kelly Walden and Tenn-' 'Jessie Simmons and Hallie Sithree times as many spurned
one
Valley;
lot;
John
Water
of
ver
a commitment by McCormack
ie Walden of Clarksville,Tenn., mmons to David Morgan; lot on
rather than followed the advice
to back President Nixon on the Otis Fesmire of Jackson, Tenn., one lot; Jack R. Barclay and Morfeues Road.
Calloway County Land Comissue before checking with his one lot; Jerry G. Crook and Ethel Marilyn M. Barclay of Carmel
M. Crook of Santa Barbara, Calpany Inc. to Bob Marvin and
party members.
Ind.,
six
lots;
Vickie
V.
Ella
of
If he had, they said, he would if., two lots; James Ingram and Skokie, Ill., six lots; Clyde V. Juanita Marvin of Douglas Field,
MARK EVERY GRAVE
Katie J. Ingram of Centerline,
Ga.; two lots at Pine BluffShores
have found that many liberals wa.
three lots; Louis H. Fis- Williamson, Jr., and Marsha L. Subdivision.
Mich.,
nted tax reforms to accompanyWilliamson
Mt.
of
Vernon, al.,
and Peggy Fischer of Madi011ie Rema Smith Hill to Owen
not follow-the surtax and that ma- cher
Tenn.ptwo lots; James Eve two lots; William M. Jarvis and Fairris and Emma Nell Fairris;
son,
ny Southerners were against the
Mettle M. Jarvis of East St.
lot on Almo Van Cleve Road,
surtax because they felt their
Louis,
four lots; Patricia
Jimmie Bell and Julia Bell to
constituents wanted a cut in spe- predicted that as a result of the B. Turnage of Hendersonville,
Robert H. Hutchens and Maurine
nding instead.
intraparty differences many me- Term., one lot.
Hutchens; lot in Hurley and Riley
"It came dawn like a royal mbers would discard any loyalty
Since 1$611
Subdivision.
decree," said one diegruntled they had left for the leadership.
A. H. Kopperud to Wayne Ed.
Brewer and Lois BrewDemocrat.
Strangely, he also thought the Sam T.
That remark recalled a char- leaders were equally bitter and er to Lonnie C. Furr and Ann ward Hughes; lot in Panorama
ge made in the Udall campaign were working up a list of "trai- R, Furr; 1.12 acres on Highway Shores Sub,division,
BUILDERS OF FINE
Ray H. Roberts and Ramona
299.
to oust McCormack - that the tors."
MEMORIALS
Woodrow Brashears and Thel- Roberts to William O. Presson
speaker
75-year-old
after
years
"So
what you're going to see
Porter White - Manager
of valued service, had lost touch from now on is a gigantic case ma Brashears of Sikeston, Mo., and Alta V. Presson; 111,4 acres
111 Maple St. 753-2512
Moe and Alva in Calhaway County.
with his party.
of political neureses;" he con- to William E.
Donald C. Alley and Wilda
Grose Moe of Clarksville, Tenn.;
Another dissident Democrat cluded.
Jane Alley to Martha S. Golden
of St. Petersburg, Fla.; lot in
Stubblefield Addition,
E, S. Roberts, Thelma Roberts, Bill Crouse, and Dorothy
Crouse to Cain and Taylor Gull
Service; five acres on Bailey
Road.
R & R Development Company,
Inc., to Joe R. Sims and Wilma
Sims; lot in Canterbury Estates
SUbdivision,
R 81 R Development Company,
Inc., to Jerry Roberts and Linda
Roberts; two lots in Canterbury
Estates Subdivision,
AILV 14• It

Wash' a Window

LONG RANGE VIEW

FRIDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

There were 75 releases from
the maximum security service
in a year, with only 6 of those
patients returning after nearly a
year—a much lower return rate
than that found in other parts
of the hospital.

things as making their beds,

CHICAGO - A police officer replying to a service station attendant
wanting to know how to give water to two African lions, a mountain
They must spend their chips
lion, a black bear, and a hyena - stranded animals on a disabled in order to get meals, tobacco,
other "treats," and freedom of
flat - bed truck:
the hospital grounds.
"Cautiously."

Bible Thoughtfor Today

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

Stanley F. Yolles, M.D., Director
.National Institute of Mental Health

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISH
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tCtbtOi.' United Artists

•

P-I-u-s

•

A MELVIN FRANK FILM

Buona Sera

PlEAESIDE
COM by Deluxe
United Artists

•

Mrs.
Cl

with George Kennedy

-13T1'DEAL

BIRMINGHAM, England UPI Thomas Morris, a 68-year-old
retired maintenance man, has
been informed his old age pension will be boosted - by a penny
a week.

tittle!
ED
G ANDHMOBullsEHOMES
NEW and
SALES. SERVICE AND PARK RENTAL

A letter from his former employer added the increase would
be "subject, of course, to a
deduction of income tax, if appropriate."

NW" 94, ONE MILE EAST OF MURRAY
OFFICE PH

753.6685

GIL G. HOPSON
41 H 1.

JOHN D

GROGAN

•

cle

Left to right: Van Wagh, President, Murray JayCees; Dwain Taylor,
DVittili Taylor Chevrolet; aftrJohn Youngerman, Foir Board President.

'Stubs of tickets,'which may be obtained from local merchants, jayCees or Fair Board members, should be placed
in the recepticles at the Fair by Wednesday evening. To win the car the winning ticket must be present at the drawing.
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Store Hours: 8:30-5:00; Friday till 9:00 p.m.
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Sports Parade
, Engletransport
ctors ora tree,
"tweeth a pond

By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer

and for a moment or so there
was silence,
"What time riso we play?" DuroNEW YORK UPI - This was cher asked.
Leo Durocher at his best. His "Two - oh - five," someone
absolute best.
answered.
He arrived at the ball park "We play at 2:05," said Duropessed to kill. If this etas to be cher, now seated at his desk,
Ihe start of the Chicago Cubs' "then teat's the game and the
:.beat series of the season, club I'm concerned with. We
LID was going to be ready for play one at the time. When you
ItsHe was ready all right. Ready go out there it doesn't make any
In a perfectly tailored hound's difference whether you're playtooth jacket, white turtle-neck ing against nine girls."
shirt and matching dark slacks. "Are you implying the Mets
Ron Santo, the Cubs' third are girls?" Leo was needled.
baseman and team captain, came "Who said they were?" he
through the clubhouse doorway leaped to the challenge.
along with the rest of the Chicago "You said
"
players, laughing, and jokingly "Let's get it straight," Durohollered "Kill!" the way Bubba cher insisted. "You said, not
Smith's supporters used to be- me. Don't put words in my moufore a big Michigan State game. th. I've been around a little
Leo Durocher, who never went longer than you have."
to college, didn't yell anything "Well, then, what do you honcoming through the clubhouse estly think of the Mets?"
The Chicago manager hesitatdoorway at Shea Stadium Tuesday for the first of three games ed a second. He seemed to be
with the second-place New York remembering something.
Mets. He.walked through silently, "I was on some TV program
headed immediately for the man- years ago and I said they were
ager's office and began getting starting with a piece of paper
and pencil," Leo recalled. "I
Into his uniform.
He said he wanted to talk pri- said it would take 'em five or
vately with his coaches first, six years.
Durocher unwrapped a stick
Pete Reiser, Joe Becker, VerIon Walker and Joe Amalfitano, of gum and put it in his mouth.
and as soon as he finished the "What are you gonna get if you
newsmen paraded in to ferret make a prediction and you're
out his impressions about this right?" he went on. "Are they
key contest between his league gonna give you anything for it?
leaders and the once laughed at Of course not. But you know what
Mets.
you're gonna get if you're wrong.
"How do you feel about this So why predict? I play the ball
game, Leo?" ventured one of game at 2:05, I put the names
the newspapermen.
down on paper and then I go out
and watch 'em. They do the job,
Just Another Game
not me."

school's
ys he has
ut a stop

„
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Betty Vowel!
Wins Ladies'
Golf Tourney

—
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NEW YORK UPI - In an attempt for third baseman and his 96
to break a six-game losing streak was'far short of Powell's 210 at
t;..4PT•9••••
.
44 11~0
,1/4.1
;;
in
All - Star competition, the first. Killebrew, the1968 starting
r,
I.
American League has selected first sacker, was injured in the
stretching
Siandintkie
a homer-hitting outfield of Reggae game last year while
ri
throw.
low
a
for
Jackson,
Frank
Howard
and
iragogo04,000w0001
Five of the selectees are hittFrank Robinson to start in the
deciding run with two out in the
National League
ing over .300. At the time of
classic
Robert
at
F.
Kennedy
East
announcementsCarew led
eighth inning as the Dodgers
Memorial Stadium, Washington, Kuhn's
Pct. OS
33 412 —
52
beat the Braves to boost their Chicago
with a .356 mark.
majors
the
July 22.
47
New York
34'MO
3
Robinson was at .329,
Western Division lead to a game St. Louie
Frank
BY GARY KALE
45 .483 11
47
This
power
brigade
had
comii
43 .4111
11
Pittsburgh
and
and a half,
UPI Sports Writer
bined for 85 homers. Jackson, Powell and Petrocelli .309
Philadelphia
37
45 .451
13Ve
Howard .308.
Willie Crawford singled, took Montreal
54 .310 25
26
the
Oakland
Athletics
sophomor
e
West
Boog Powell is speeding up second on a sacrifice and scored Los Angeles
sensation, has 344, Howard. the
49
14 .590
. 49
37 .570
1,1
Baltimore's pennant timetable on Wills' single. Wills' went to Atlanta
Washington Senators slugger, 32,
DRURY NAMED
Cincinnati
43
35 .551
3'
with, of all things, some fleet third on an error and scored San Francisco
39 .547
47
3'1
and Robinson of the Baltimore PROVIDENCE
— Brown
Houston
LI
43
.494
8
when Manny Mote, who has 18 San Diego
base running.
Orioles, O.
University has named Leon
.29
51I .333 22
Yesterday's Results
Powell, the 240-pound All-Star hits in his last 31 at-bats, had
Players, coaches and mana- Drury, former Springfield ColNew York 4, Chicago 0
first baseman, scored all the his third hit of the game.
gers voted for the starting lineup lege captain, as coach of the
Pittsburgh 4 3, Montreal 3, 2
Bill Singer pitched a four- St. Louis I. S. Philadelphia 7, 3
way from first on Brooks Robinreleased Wednesday by Comm- Bruin freshman basketball team
Los Angeles 3, Atlanta
son's 10-inning double Wednesday hitter to record his 12th victory. Cincinnati at San Diego
for the 1969-70 season. Drury
issioner Bowie Kuhn,
San Francisco 10, Houston 3
night as the Orioles edged the
The Giants rallied for four
Rico Petrocelli of the Boston succeeds Alan Young, who quit
Today's Oarnes
New York Yankees, 6-5, and re- runs in the seventh and added
Chicago (Hands 9-71 at New York (Gen- Red Sox, the top vote-getter with to become head soccer coach
tained their.111/2 game lead over four more in the eighth on Bob trySt.8-6)
Louis (Torrez 2-4) at Philadelphia 286, gained the shortstop berth at Long Island University.
Detroit in the Eastern Division. Burda's grand slam homer en (Jackson 9.7)
with Boog Powell of Baltimore
San Francisco (Marichai 11-3) at Los
Right-fielder Bobby Murcer's route to their rout of the Astros. Angeles (Sutton 114), night
WINS TRANS-AM
at first, Rod Carew of the MinnMontreal (Waslewski 1-21 at Pittsburgh
misplay of the hit allowed Powell Denny Lemaster had a one-hitter
BRAINER
D, Minn. CUPD — Par
esota
Twins
at
second,
Sal
Bando
(Moose 6-2 or Vitale 4-10), night.
the time to score.
until the seventh when Ken HenCincinnati (Carroll 12-41 at Houston of Oakland at
third. Bill Freehan nelli Jones drove a Ford Mus(Ray 4-21, night
tang to victory in the 25-mile
In other AL games, Detroit derson's double and singles by
Atlanta (Britton 2-1) at San Diego (Rob- of the Detroit Tigers will open
Trans-Am sedan race at Donnynipped Boston, 6-5, Washington Willie Mays and Dave Marshall trts 0-1), night
as catcher.
shut out Cleveland, 3-0, Chicago highlighted the inning. Burnie
The remainder of the 28-man brooke Speedway Sunday after
Americas LINIeln
rallied for a 5-3 win over Oak- homered the next inning after
squad, including pitchers and ninning third most of the race.
East
land, Kansas City edged Minnes- Mays doubled, Jim Davenport
W
reserves are the exclusive choi- Jones trailed Horst Kwech and
Pct. GB
L
Mark Donohue but both spun
Baltimore
25 .702
59
ota, 4-3, and California won, 5-0, singled and a walk.
ces of Manager
'
Mayo Smith of out with
Detroit
45
36 .563 12
nine laps to go and
after losing the opener to Seattle,
Boston
47
38 .553 12/
1
2
the world champion Detroit TigWashington
had to withdraw.
46
43 .517 15
,
s
8-0.
Second-Game Triumph
ers.
Each
club must be represNew York
40
47 .460
20'3
Tom Matchick batted in three
Cleviand
33
51 .393 26
ented at the All-Star competition.
West
SELLS PASCUAL
runs with a single and sacrifice Lou Brock hit a two run hom- Minnesota
41 • 35 316
Jackson received the most votBOSTON (OD — The Wash43
37 .538
fly as Detroit moved back into er 'with one out in the eighth Oakland
3'1
es among the outfielders, 260. ington Senators
Seattle
38
45 .458 10
sold veteran
second place in the East, Carl to give the Cardinals their sec- Chicago
37
46 .452
11
Robinson
who played on five pitcher Camilo Pascual to
Kansas
C
pry
36
the
48
.42/
12
/
1
2
ond
Yastrzemski hit his 24th homer
-game triumph after Johnny Califorma
National
'
League
All-Star
squads Cincinnati Reds Sunday for
30
52 .366
17)S
,for Boston. Pat Dobsoa, knoeked Briggs' two-run homer helped
Yesterday'a litellOtts
as a =Caber of the Cinrinea.ti "something over_ the __waiver
Washington 3, Cleveland 8
out In the sixth ineing, won his the Phils win the opener. Woody Detroit
Reds, --collected 250 -votiii .and price." Pascual who Muted
6, Boston
in
Baltimore
fourth game against six losses. Fryman pitched a seven-hitter
6, New York 5
Howard, 169,
the American League In 1954,
Seattle 8, Calitornia 0
President Nixon watched the for the Phils in the first game
Kansas City 4, Minnesota 3
Brooks Robinson of Baltimore had a 2-5 record withthe SenChicago 5, Oakland 3
Senators win behind Joe Cole- while Nelson Briles, the firstmissed out as the starting third ators this year in 14 appearman's four-hitter against Cleve- game starter and loser, relieved
Today's Mantes
baseman for the first time in ances.
CatiSOrMa (Mutrony 5.-7) at Seattle (Bra.
land. Coleman received support and won in the second -game. bender
7-5). night
six years when he amassed 126
Boston (Seibert 7-7) Si- Baltimore (Harfor his fifth victory from runs Jose Martinez singled in Rivotes to 163 for Bando in the
3-4). night
batted in by Frank Howard, Mike clue Heisler with Use winning dinKansas
Gil Hodges, manager of the
City (Drag* 4-7) at Minnesota closest balloting for any
posi11-8)
Epstein and Del Unser,
run in the 10th inning of the (Boswell
Oakland (Odom 11-3) at Chicago (John tion.
-- New York Mets, holds one maPete Ward's pinch homer with opener and pinch-hitter Willie 5-71
Harmon Killebrew missed on jor league record - he had 19
Cleveland (McDowell 10-81 at Detroit
two on in the eighth rallied Chi- Stargell doubled borne
Fred (McLain 13-51,
two opportunities for a starting sacrifice flies for the Los Angeles
night
Only games scheduled.
cago to its fifth win in the last Patek in the eighth inning of
role. He was named on 33 ballots Dodgers in 1954.
seven games. Wilbur Wood won the second game as the Pirates
is sixth game in relief and Paul swept the Expos.
Lindblad dropped his second de- Tommy Helms had three extra
cision.
base hits and a single, drove in
Joe Foy and Lou Piniella each a run and scored two, include*
drove in two runs for Kansas City the decisive one in the seventh
as the Royals prevented Minnes- as the Reds edged the Padres.
eta from. widening its 31/2 garre Helms doubled in the seventh,
lead,over Oakland in the Western advanced on a sacrifice and scorDivision. Foy hit his fifth homer ed on starter Jim Merritt's sacwith a man on in the fifth innins, rifice fly.
Harmon Killebrew clubbed his
24th homer, but it wasn't enough
to halt Roger Netson's sixth victory.
DUAL SCORING
Fred Talbot pitched a threehitter and helped his own cause
with a grand slam homer in
LOS ANGELES UPI - The AmSeattle's opening game win over
California. George Brunet stopp- ateur Athletic Union said Weded the Pilots on seven hits in nesday that dual scoring willpre'.
the Angels second game victory, vail in the July 18-19 track meet
here involving the United States,
Russia and Great Britain.
The United States will total
Hart, Schaffner & Marx, Stylemart, Stylekraft & Bardstown
its points separately against the
Soviets and Britain and another
set of statistics will emerge betBy JOE CARNICELL1
ween the U. S. S. R. and Britain,
DPI Sports Writer

Betty Vowel! of Fulton shot
a 79 to take first place in the
championship flight of the TriState Ladies golf tournament at
the par 72 Calloway County
Country Club yestetday.

BASEBALL ROUNDUP
American League

This was the third of four
Ladles Tri-State held annually
In this area. The first was held
at Sikeston, Mo., the second at
Metropolis, Ill., and the fourth
will be held at Mayfield Aug.
19-20.
Mary Jane Harris and Elenor
Griffin were forced into a playoff for second and third place in
the championship flight when
both finished with an 84. Mrs.
Harris won the playoff after two
holes of play.
Nancy Bushart took fourth
place by defeating Violet Cummins in a two-hole playoff. Both
shot an 85 in regular play.
Francis Hulse of Murray
claimed first place in the first
light by shooting an 86, edging
out s another Murray player,
Betty Jo Purdom, by two
strokes.
.Arleen Meredith finished third
and Mary Hooper fourth in the
first flight.
Winner in the second flight
was Jerlene Sullivan who shot
a '91. Four strokes ahead of
Doris Maddox and Ruth Pace.
Miss Maddox took the runner-up
shot in a playoff.
Grace James and Norma
Frank each shot a 95 to tie -4
first place honors in the third
flight. The two played a onehole playoff, with Mrs. James
being the winner. Virginia Jones
"It's just another ball game, 4
Lots Of Excitement
captured third place with a 97
boys," Dorocher made light of
and Sue Brown took fourth place
It, pushing the tail of his gray' "Who's your most exciting plwith a 98.
baseball shirt inside his pants. ayer?" Durocher was asked. Champtenshist Flight
Betty Vowell
38-41-711
"Whet's- yotti 'view about hav"Kessinger, Beckert, Santo, Botts
Jan. Harris
43-41-84
ing to beat off a team like the Williams, Hundley," he answer- Eleanor Orifin
4143-84
Nester Bushart
44-41-85
Mets?"
ed, reeling off the names of more Violet Cusstrains
43-43-811
"Who asked that?" Durocher than half his starting lineup. Francis HulsePint Flight
43-43-811
inquired, his head snapping up "The Giants still have the most Betty Jo Purdom
44-44-88
Arlene Meredith
44-45-8e
suddenly.
exciting player in baseball."
Mary Hooper
4247-81)
Second Flight
He didn't wait for an answer,
"You mean Willie Mays?" Jerlene Sulliven
48-45-91
"Ever place we go, it's the Durocher gestured as if to say Doris Maddox
50-45-95
Dorothy Jones
52-43.--sa
same thing," he said. "What do who else?
Ruth Pace
45-51-941
I think about the Cards? What "What about somebody like Grace Jarnet Third Flight
50-45-95
do I think about the Mets? What Lou Brock? " one of those in Norma Frank
48-47--05
Virginia Janos
4111-4g-91
do I think? 1 think there are U the room wanted to know.
JRIRAIRMIRS
61S-5111-1E
other clubs in the league besides "They applaud when Lou Brock
goes up to hit and they get exus, that's what I think."
It wasn't a satisfactory answer cited when he reaches first
base," Durocher said, "bet all
they have to do is mention Willie's name over the loudspeaker
and a murmur goes through the
crowd. He's some kind of player,
the most exciting one in the game
today.
He can still carry that club on
LYTHAM ST. ANNES, England
his shoulders It he wants to."
"What do you mean 'if he UPI - Bob Charles from Christchurch, New Zealand, carried a
wants to."
"Well, there are some days two stroke lead into the second
Willie gets a little teed off." round of the British Open golf
"Did he ever get teed off championship today but that's
not unassailable.
with you?"
Who says so? Not his leading
"Never," Durocher said, "We
never had a cross word between challengers, young Englishmen
Hedley Muscroft and Tony Jackus."
4£
In time, the talk in the room ie'.
It's the "big guys" back in
got back to the game about to
Tom Seaver walked off the
start outside and after Durocher the pack with a bundle of strokIN FOURTH ROUND
was asked what he thought again, es to recoup who claim to be field at Shea Stadium with a
unworried following the 33-year- standing room crowd of 59,083k,
he said:
Wherever you move . . .
"Look, I guarantee you this: old left-hander's record-setting fans giving him a lengthy-sten&
WIMBLEDON, England UPI ing ovation - and he was probably
Call the Welcome
when the ball game is over, I'm round of 66,
Wagon hostess.
They weren't knocking Charles the most unhappy man in the Vic Seixas, who won at Wimblegonna come back here, shower,
deo in 1953, and Jaroslav DroShe will bring her basket
then go home and have a good who is enjoying his best year park,
Seaver pitched a perfect game boy, whom the following year
of gifts and friendly
ever on the PGA tour with winndinner. Win, lose or draw."
for 8 1-3 innings, retiring the are in the fourth round of the
greetings from civic and
The Cubs then went out and ings of over $50,000.
first
25 batters he faced before veteran men's doubles competbusiness neighbors of
were beaten, 4-3, when the Mets
Jim Qualls, a little-used rookie, ition at Wimbledon, They adCasper Shoots 70
came up with three runs in the
the community.
singled in the ninth inning, The vanced Thursday by taking a 6-2,
ninth. By winning, the Mets mov24
-year-old right-hander finished 6-1 victory over Irishmen R,
Billy Casper, from San Diego,
ed within four games of first
Calif„ who opened with a one- with the one-hitter as the New Gotto and J. McArele.
place.
Leo Durocher came back to under-par 70 on the 6,848 yards York Mets beat the Chicago Cubs,
the clubhouse, showered, then seaside links, figures his four- 4-0, to cut their lead in the
rode back to the hotel and had stroke deficit is not too bad on National League's Eastern DiviThe 72-hole scoring record
dinner. There was only one hitch. this course, with its tight fair- sion to three games.
for a PGA tournament belongs
Phone 7534378
But
Seaver remained philosoYou wouldn't exactly call it a ways and tough final five holes.
to Mike Souchak, who fired
Defending champion Gary W- phical about the game. "It'll a 60-68-64-65-257 in the
good dinner.
1955
give
me
something
eyer felt Just as confident despite
to think about Texas Open.
trailing by eight strokes on a 74, for the next few days, After a
**
look back and it'll
Jack Nicklaus, however, didn't few days,
be
a
one
-hit shutout and it won't
look as though he had convinced
The first NCAA championhimself that his 75 left him a be so bad after all,"
ship ever won by the University
Elsewhere, Los Angeles down- of Iowa was captured
great chance.
this spring
Miller Barber, following "one ed Atlanta, 3-1, San Francisco by the Hawkeye gymnastics
of the best rounds I've ever whipped Houston, 10-3 St. Louis team.
played in this country" was the beat Philadelphia, 5-3, after los* * *
best placed of the 13 U. S.`chall- dng the opener, 7-1, Pittsburgh
erigers witha -two-under par 69. swept Montreal, 4-3 and 34,
Relief pitcher Phil Regan
and Cincinnati shaded San Diego
le'd a 14-1 record with the
4-3.
Moody Well Placed
966 National League champion
STIIFET
Maury Wills singled in the—Los Angeles Dodgers.
Also well .pled were U. S.
boo Sewer Line Cleaning
Open champion Orville Moody
L. Drain Line Cieanino
of Chickasha, Okla., who was
1.-0 All Types Househola Repair
one-under at 70.
Surprise of the first round
ko° Air Condition Repair a
Installation
was the 70 recorded by Dave
Love, of Marietta, Ga., pro at
the Atlanta Country Club.
Love, a 34-year-old , rarely
— ALL TYPES HOUSEHOLD REPAIR —
•
plays the tournament circuit, and
arrived here completely unheralded to win through list week's
qualifying tournament and catch
Starting Sunday Afternoon, July 13, at
veryone by, surprise with the
2:00 p.m.
standard of his play.
*also Monday, July 14, starting at 700 a.m.
After today's round the low
70's and ties gain Friday's rounti
with the field cut to 45 and ties
for Saturclay.'s final 18 holes.

Bob Charles
Leads !Nish
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ALL STRAW HATS 1/2 PRICE
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HELP WANTED

*IL 753-4691

To Assemble Rides
on Fairgrounds

--Can Use 50 Men

•

The' Los Ang• eles Dodgers
Sandy Kou fax struck out 382

WINN

Burton Power Snaket Equipment Used
• in 1965 for a major -league
1111•1111111111111•11111•11111W1111111188•811•••1111141 record.

Ne Experience Necessary
Must Be A tLeast 18 Years Old

SPORT COATS SLAC
Summer KS

SPORT

SUITS

Hart Schaffner & Marx

'WO
110
•,125

Sale at'79.95
Sale at 82.95
Sale at 99.95,

Hart Shaffner & Marx
$75.0) _ _ _ Sale at '59.95

32.50 _ _ _ _ Sale at 25.95

YEAR —ROUND SUITS
Hart Shaffner & Marx ,Stylemart

Linda Adams

& UP

American League Selects
Power-Hitters Fok All Stars

$ 49.95
105
115
125
8G-

___ Sale at '44.95
___ Sale at 79.00
Sile if 87.00
_ _ _ Sale at 96.00
_ _ _ Sale at 60.00

70.00
65.00
59.50
62.50

___
___ _
____
_

Sale at '52.50
Sale at 48.75
Sale at 47.50
Sale at 49.95

YEAR ROUND SPORT COATS
COORDINATES - SPORT COATS and SLACKS
Reg.'55.00
On Sale At t44.00
SPORT COATS - '45 Now '36;'35 Now '28;
$29.95 Now '23.45
SAVE UP TO
OUR ENTIRE STOCK
EXCEPT UNDERWEAR, SOCKS. TIES

50%0N
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THE LEDGER

Delores _Shelton Is
Honored At !Visite
•
Bible
Centime*
. y
ma Delores Arm Shelton,

741Dean.-A611-

&

TIMES

KENTUCKY

I'll I
oar•ontot

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

_bridaehstt of Donald Hugh aphelion, was honored with an
impressive and lovely white
Bible-gift ceremony on Sunday

ft,1).1\
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Forty Persons Attend Reunion Held By
Boatwright Family, Community Center
The Boatwright family reun- Street-, Paducah, and grandson,
ion was held on Sunday, July Steve Bless, 17435 S. W. 91st,
6, at the Community Center on Miami, Fla., and Mr. and Mrs.
Drive with about forty per- Ross Williams of Sy:monis.
Those from Murray were Mrs.
sons in attendance.
At the noon hour a delicious Lela Roberts, 93 years past, onand bountiful diviner was serv- ly living aunt, Murray Court,
ed. The afternoon was spent and the following children who
were present: Mrs. Niva RobIn conversation.
Those from out of town were erts, Mrs. Ronda Fitts, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. 0. H. Boatwright Mrs. Gray Roberts; grandchildof Walnut Grove, Mo., Mrs. Fan- ren were Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
nie Cunningham of Route One, Lovett and children, Regina and
Sandoval, Ill., Mrs. Merle Szoke Amy, Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Garlad daughter, Donna, Riverton, land and children, Rhonda, RonM., Rev. and Mrs. W. L. Nofcier nie, and Johnnie; Mr. and Mrs.
(Eulala Boatwright), 2621 S. E. Milburn Adams, and Mrs. 0.
7th Avenue, Ocala, Fla., Mrs. B. Geurin.
George Triplett, 500 Owen, Visitors were L. A. West of
Courts, Owensboro, Mr. and Mrs. Centralia, Ill., Mr. and Mrs. John
John Brandon (Winnie Boat- Bacon of Cadiz Route Five, Mrs.
wright), Route One, Herndon, Clarence McDaniel, and Mrs.
Mr. and-Mrs. Edmond Scott, 842 Are McCuiston of Murray.
Johnson Street, Centralia, Ill, The next reunion will be held
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Scott, and on the first Sunday in July at
children, Jack, Jr., and Vickie, the air conditioned Community
of Sandoval, Ill., Mrs. L. B. Center. All relatives are urged
Jefferson to attend.
2341
Alexander.

By ,
W
NEW YO
setting seems
former Miss
behind a
battery of
constantly,
grabbing a
sandwich
drink as she
staff to chec
problem an
about
how
constantly is
But 0:1
Myerson G

evening, July 6.
The setting was the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church and the
Young Women's Auxiliary of
the church was the hostess for
e occasion.
ine church was decorated in
Thursday, July 10
green and white, the YWA colors. The table before the altar
The Calloway County Riding
was draped with a white cloth. Club will meet at the riding
On one end of the table was a ring at seven p.m.
•••
large YWA emblem and on the
ther was a copy of the Bible.
A swim party for preschool
A centerpiece of green and through third grade will be at
white
gladioli and porn poms the Oaks Country Club from
DEAR ABBY: People think we are a happy pair with
was
used
in the center of the ten a.m. to one p.m. Each may
nice children and a lovely home. We have many interests and
table. Directly behind the flow- invite one non-member guest
lots of friends. This is only on the surface. In reality, I am ers was a candelabrum with and each is to bring a sack
only the housekeeper. My husband has no time for me. He is seven white candles. Programs lunch.
•••
so busy helping Torn, Dick, and Harry. I rarely see him. My were made in green and yellow,
Progressive
The
Homemakers
almost
nonexistent.
love life is
the bride's chosen colors.
Club
will meet at the City Park
Life is so short, it's a pity to live like this, but I have
The candles were lighted bemade my bed. Despite our religion, I'd leave him if it fore the service by Gerald at 9:30 a.m. Se.
weren't for the children because I know he will never change. Cooper who also served as ushThe Lutheran Women's Mis%AO Ce4 Thakt
I am sure there are other unhappy wives here. Belfast men er for Miss Shelton and Mr. sionary League of the ImmanRoberson's family.
are so unloving.
"UNHAPPY IN IRELAND"
uel Lutheran Church will meet
Rev. Terry Sills, pastor of
ftrr
home of Mrs. Arlo SprunDEAR UNHAPPY: Belfast men are no less "loving" the church, opened the cere- at the
15th
South
Street,
at
7than other menYour complaint is universal, Madame. And mony with the congregation ger,
p m.
the solution is so obvious, I'm surprised you haven't thought singing the hymn, -Close 'I*o
• ••
of it yourself. Stop playing the role of the abused and Thee". Those taking part in the
Friday, July 11
martyred wife, and "kill" your man with kindness.
program were Mary Belle PasThe Wranglers Riding Club
chall, YWA president, Rhonda will ride at seven p.m. An addMr. and Mrs. Oatznan Henry Farley
DEAR ABBY: My husband's brother [I'll call him Kavanaugh and Wanda Billing- ed feature will be costume fun.
•• *
Danny] and his wife have separated after many years of ton, members; Lynda Cooper
d Joyce Bowden, leaders.
A teen age swim party will
Amidst a lovely setting of set, sister of the bride, served
marriage. I invited Danny to my home for Sunday dinner and
After Rev. Sills presented the be held at the Oaks Country flowers and candelabra in a the green fruit punch from the
he accepted. Then he called my husband at the office and
Bible, all the grOup knelt with Club from seven to ten ri:ra. home ceremony, Miss Cheryl antique crystal punchbowl. She
asked if he could bring a date. Without asking me, my
the honored couple for a dedi- Each member may invite one Jane Jones became the bride of wore a green orchid corsage.
husband said be could. _
catory prayer. Following t h e non-member guest.
Datman Henry Farley on Satur- Serving the wedding cake was
When I was told of this, I let my husband know that I did
•• •
day, June 28.
prayer the couple took two calMrs. Edd Glover who wore a
not approve of it. In the first place Danny isn't divorced yet, dies, blew out the
Saturday, July 12
Rev. Edd Glover performed corsage of white carnations.
others, and
and in the second place we have children at home and I don't Lighted the center candle symChapter M. of the PEO Sis- the impressive double ring cerea
After the reception the couthink it's right for them to see their uncle with a date bolizing the unity of marriage. terhood will meet at the home mony at two- thirty o'clock in ple left for a short wedding trip
•
•
•
while he is still married.
of Dr.' Beverly Fowler at one the afternoon at the home of with the bride wearing a brass
Are you undecided as to whe- Grip slowly onto the towel.
p.m. A hobby show, Mrs. Mary the bride's parents.
Well, my husband insisted, telling me how depressed
tucked linen dress fashioned ther you should line your drap- Mrs. Juanita •Amonett.
••
Jane Littleton, chairman, will The bride' is the daughter of with a long
Danny was, etc., so I gave in, but I made sure my children
bluson torso. The eries? Consider those advant- If candies are used as decorabe held.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones, 206 dress was sleeveless and was ac- ages as you decide Lining your tions for a dinner, tea or any
weren't home that evening.
• er • South Twelfth Street, and the 'cented with a paisley scarf at draperies will increase their form of entertaining they should
my husband ell átháTffinny is coming for
air-iviarlie
A-work
held
at groom is the son of Pete Far- the neck. She wore gold
Sunday dinner again, and he is bringing a girl. A different
teeth wear andyrovide body and full- always be lighted to be cheerness. Linings also give addition- ful and serve their purpose. NaThe Eager Beaver 4-H Club the Oaks Country Club. A free ley of Murray and Mrs. Yarns accessories.
one! I am furious with my husband for being so wishy washy.
breakfast will be served at 6:30
Farley of Paducah.
al light control, and shield the tural and artificial lights should
Thursday
evening,
June
met
Mr.
and
I think it is wrong to receive a married man's dates in my
Mrs. Farley are now draperies
a m. Persons are asked to sign
themselves from light be dimmed when candles are
26, for a picnic and outing.
The ceremony was read at at home at 402% South 16th deterioration. They provide
home. What is your opinion?
OLD FASHIONED
ex- used. - Miss Patricia Everett.
The members roasted hot- up at the Pro-Shop or call 753- the improvised altar in front of Street, Murray. The
bride
is
a
7709 or 753-2378 by Thursday.
tra insulation and can help keep
DEAR OLD: I go along with yea And I also think Its dogs,and marshmallows at the
fireplace.
A
beautiful
stone
graduate
of
the
Murray High School a room cooler or warmer; some
•••
In the constant struggle Lo
City Park.
Inconsiderate of your husband to trap you into entertaining
nine branched tree candelabra and plans to attend Murray linings are especially designed teach children neatness - and
Sunday, July 13
concluded with
was
meal
The
people you do not want in your home. It's YOUR 'seine, too.
by with white tapers entwined with State University. Mr. Farley, a for this purpose. Linings may be to provide mothers with a litthe presentation of a plaque for, The Cunningham reunion
bridal wreath was placed on graduate of Murray High School,
Morgan
descendants
of
Bruce
sewn to the draperies or hung tle All-earned help - enlist
i
Meritoriortus Service to 4-H, to
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I disagree on something Mr. Lid Mrs. James Puckett and Green Cunningham will be each side of the fireplace. On attends Murray State University separately on the same hooks. the aid of small plastic laundry
one of the shelves of the stone and is employed at the Murray - Mrs. Mildred W.
baskets. Give each child a colorI consider vital to a good marriage. I disapprove of a
Potts.
The Pueketts have worked hard held at the Murray City Past fireplace
was an arrangement Division of the Tappan Coinkeyed or name-tagged basket
• ••
8th
Street
pavilion.
the
at
for
married man taking his secretary out to lunch, or dinner, or and faithfully with 4-H
of white snapdragons, daisies, party.
•• •
As freshly laundred clothing
even for a drink after office hours.
Mint 'years. They were t h e
• is folded, put it into the proper
•• •
Baker's fernand
House
will
be
held
at
Open
not
that
Ikk
Pinking
shears
Beavers
the
Eager
leaders
for
My husband says it is a nice way to show his
Larry Ragsdale lighted the
cut properly may be sharpened, basket. Then make it each
appreciation for extra work, or a job well done What do you last year, and have worked a_ the old Callowa), County Court candles preceding the ceremony.
p.m.
House
from
two
to
five
but the charge is rather high youngster's responsibility to
long with the Burkeens this
say?
•••
GEMINI
Bride's Dress
In order to avoid or delay this tote his clean duds to his roam,
year. Their son, Him Puckett,
The bride was escorted to the
The annual homecoming will
expense as long as possible, stow them away, and return the
DEAR GEMINI: I say, if a boss wants to show
will advance to the teen club
altar
Rust
of
basket to the laundry room. by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jerry
her
father
who
gave
be
held
Cemetery
3t
at
Jeffrey
pinking shears should be treatwhen he enters high school this
"appreciation- he should try money.
Miss Irma Hamilton.
in marriage. She was love- Murray Route Five are the parfall, so the Eager Beavers will 11:15 a.m. Rev. William D. Mc- her
ed with care. Avoid cutting pap• •.
. ly in her street length dress of ents of a -son, Johnny Dale,
all the Pucketts next year. Kinney will be the preacher fol
er, alumimum foil and similar
Convenience
foods, conveniDEAR ABBY: Thanks for the letter from "BITTER," miss
white
pounds,
born
on
bridal
weighing
seven
lace fashioned with
After the presentation the lowed by a basket dinner.
materials with the shears, Wipe ent small appliances, combine
___.•
tsked ltdikeould take legal action against the dirty rat
a wedding band neck, juliett Monday, July 7, at 5:18 a.m.
group boarded a pickup -truck
the blades free of lint and dust
sleeves, and a cumberbund of at the Murray-Calloway County before and after using. Occas- for good eating - American
who told his wife EVERYTHING in order to relieve her of all end went to Benton to the
Monday, July
ikat,
•
homemakers are interested in
the anguish he had caused her.
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of grosgrain ribbon creating a n Hospital.
ionally oil the screw. Never convenience - -the average
ing rink, where they skated for
They have one other son, Mithe WSCS of the First United empire look.
It's the best laugh I've had since my husband decided to about two hours.
drop or mishandle. If pinking home now has 22 appliances
Her headdress was a shoulder chael Shane, age two.
relieve ME of all the anguish he'd caused me for the same
Members of the group were, Methodist Church will meet at
shears must be sharpened, it is (excluding lamps) to make the
Grandparents are Mrs. Mary best to return them to the maklength veil of silk illusion atreason.
Wanda Cnitcher, Larry Crutch- 7:30 p.m. at the social hall.
•••
Rust
of Murray Route Five and er. Most such companies will not homemaker's work easier. This
headband
of
silk
ortached
to
a
She sounds like the same ding-a-ling my husband had his er, Christy Fielder, Cindy GarMr.
and
Mrs. Elisha Orr of Ha- sharpen shears made by anoth- is an increase of three times
Erwin
Circle
The
Cordelia
of
gansa rosebuds, lace petals, and
the appliances in the early '30s.
romp with, except SHE threatened to sue ME for calling her rison, Owen Garrison, Jimmy
zel
Route
One.
the WSCS of the South Pleasant seed pearls. She carried a Cloud
er company. If you do not have
In particular, women have
"a lady of ill repute"-only I didn't use such refined Burkeen, Felicia Housden, Debbie Kingins, Danny Kingins, De- Grove United Methodist Church bouquet of white gardenias, car- Great grandparents are Mrs. the name and address of the adopted the portable appliance.
language.
Annis
Orr
of
Hazel
Route
One,
seven
p.m.
at
will
meet
at
the
nations,
baby's
this
breath, and Bakcompany or the charge for
tonia Oshron, Steve McCuiston,
What do these gals expect from their back alley
Arlin Paschall of Route Three, service for your make pinking Between 1950 and 1968 electric
er's fern.
and Kim Puckett. The leaders, church.
from
•
•
•
Puryear,
Tenn.,
Mrs.
Flora
Cun- shears, write your request for mixer ownership increased
intimacies with married men who use them with no intention
Mrs. Larry Ragsdale was the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Burkeen,
homes;
26
to
60%
in
wired
of leaving their wives? It would be interesting to hear from and Mrs. James Puckett accomTuesday, July 15
matron of honor and the only ningham of Murray Route Five, them, giving your name and blenders went from 3 to 20%;
some of these ladies. AU of us "relieved-ci-anguish" wives mulled the party.
The Good Shepherd United attendant for the bride. She and Mrs. Maudie Green of East address and make of shears, to electric can openers jumped
Methodist Church WSCS will wore a street length dress of,Praine, Mo.
could use a good laugh
me at P. 0. Box 270, Hickman, from 5 to 35%.
WE'VE CRIED ENOUGH
meet at the church at two p.m. pink voile fashioned with ant
Ky. 42050. - Mrs. Catherine C.
* ••
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
oval neckline, Bell sleeves, and •
Thompson.
ATHLETE'S FOOT
• ••
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Acton
reply write to Abby. Box 6970e, Los Angeles. Cal. WWII, and
a scalloped hem and sleeves
HOW TO TREAT ITShouse and daughter, Robin,
with embroidery trim.
Nodose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Apply quick-drying
nod Ii
GOING ON A VACATION? If take,
and son, Billy, of Belview, Md.,
Her headdress was a pouff
bold to cheek Itch. burning In
infected
there's
no
one
to
"plant-sit"
for
MINUTES.
la
3
to
5
days,
Rate to mite letters? Send Si to Abby, Box 60700, Los are the guests of Mr. Shouse's
nose veil of silk illusion attach*loughs off. Watch HEALTHY
you, place potted plants on tho- skin
Angeles, Cal. Wm, for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters aunt, Mrs. Yandall Wrather,
skin replica It! If sot doltaltead. V4
ed to Dior bow. Her gloves and
Miss
Mary
Jo
Oakley,
August
ONE HOUR, your 59. bow* la 110.
roughly-soaked
towels
_in_
the
Farmer
Avenue.
were
of
the
same
Mr.
shoes
matchShou.se
is
ler All Occasions."
drug counter. NOW at - -bathtub, out of direct sunlight.
an engineer in heating and air bride-elect of Keith Hinton, was ing color She carried a bouquet
HOLLAND DRUG CO
complimented
with
a
breakfast
Be
sure
all
pots
have
drainage
conditioning.
pink lidargarett daisies and
at the Red Room of the Holi- of
holes Set tap so the water will
baby's breath with long pink
day Inn on Tuesday, July 8, 31
streamers with love knots.
ten o'clock in the morning.
Jack Mitchell served as best
The gracious hostesses for man for Mr. Farley.
the occasion were Mrs. M. C
For her daughter's wedding
Ellis, Mrs. A. C. Sanders,
Mrs. Jones chose to wear a pale
G. T. Lilly, Mrs. J. M. Conve
ellow knit dress with matching
Mrs. L. K. Pinkley, Mrs. Cody accessories and a green cymCaldwell, and Mrs. Allen Rose. bidium orchid corsage.
The honoree chose to wear
The groom's mother wore a
from her trousseau a navy and light blue knit dress with matTHE HAIRSHANTT ,Off Charleston, Marton, Ill., owned by Don and Cathy Farmer has
white knit dress with navy ac- ching accessories a white garreturned to Murray again with a gigantic sayings on their wonderful wigs. Wa hod a
cessorifs
and a hostesses' gift denia corsage.
tremendous sale In Murray last Fall but these prices era tremendously tow.
coriige of yellow daisies and
Reception
AT THE HOLIDAY INN -- Murray, Ky.
rosebuds. Her mother, Mrs. IL Following the ceremony a reIn the Studio Room - From 10:00 a.rn. to 6:00 p.m. on .
L. Oakley, had a hostesses gift ception was held in the Jaffee
corsage of yellow daisies.
home.
The guests signed the bride. The bride's table was overelect's book which was on a laid with a white linen cloth
2 1/2 ie.
g.
$10.95
table overlaid with a yellow with white lace trim. II was cencloth and centered with a white tered with a gorgeous arrange- BACK TO SCHOOL-A teachThe popular "Pop-Up" Wiglet with wire
er for 52 years, Mrs. Amy
basket filled with yellow dais- ment in a gold and crystal conbase
......
89.95 NOW $24.95
ies.
tainer holding three white tap- Darner, 71, has returned to
Miss Oakley was presented em, white snapdragons, Mar- the college classroom at
The Mini"Pop-Up"
.
reg. 24.95 NOW $14.95
with a lovely wedding gift by garett daisies, baby's breath, Bowling Green (Ohio) UniDYNEL curly cue with pre-cut neckline reg. 89.95 NOW $19.95
the hostesses.
and smilax. The greenery and _yer.s.tty, where she Is-living
were draped down the in a dormitory. She ia takdaisies
'Human Hair stretch pre-cut-neckline
The table was centered with
reg. 49.95 NOW $29.95
ing special education courses
a beautiful arrangement con- table to garland the punch bowl
to become a teacher of menreg.'69.95 NOW $39.95
the
cake.
and
sisting of a yellow birdcage
Mrs. Jerry Speight of Somer- tally retarded ytlungsters.
Fully hand-tied "rig - finest qoality
with yellow daisies, ivy, and
- reg. 159.95 NOW $89.95
small white and yellow birds
Full band-tied stretch wig 179.95 NOW $99.95
Ivy streamers extended down
the table. The daisy motif was
Nth*
reg. 89.96 NOW $59.95
used on the placecards. .
,
(MESSAGE CHANGED DAILY)
Shoulder Length Falls
Covefs were laid for Mes99.95 NW ;69.95
dames George Oakley, .- John
15.00. NOW $ 5.00
Bennett, George Shaw, Hany
For styling and sizing
Sparks, H. Glenn Doran, A. D.
Wallace, Cross Spann, Ralph
People In Murray know us. W• have had shows hers inform Den Penner,
owner of the
Tesseneer, Paul Lynn, E. B.
HAIR SHANTY is the son of Rev. W. A. Farmer of Murray,
Ky. MI hair, except Dynel,
Howton, Thomas Hogancamp,
(Cut Out and Place Near Telephone)
is 100% human hair, European textured guaranteed to be free from
defects in workAlfred Lindsey; Misses Juand
manship or material for a full year. These are exceptionally low prices for
quality
dy Davidson, Patricia Doran, Camerchandise.Rosister for FREE WIOLIET with us at the Holiday Inn, Murray, Ky.,
thy Converse, and Susan Sparks;
Norman Culpepper, Pastor
From 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. July 11-11
the honoree, her mother, and

.4

Miss Cheryl Jane Jones Exchanges Vows
With Oatman Henry Farley In Ceremony
Held At The Home Of Bride's Parents
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Bridal Breakfast
Held In Honor Of
Mary Jo Oakley
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GETTING MARRIED?

WIG SALE

.FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Wigiets

let us
fireserve your WEDDING DAY
in natural color

JULY 11-12' ,
24.95 NOW

reg.

Semi hand-tied itititretch

--

finest quality.reg.

Falls

reg.

For styling a wig

DIAL-A-DEVOTION

reg. 25.00-NOW $10.00

753-4411 --

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH

S

QUALITY of -WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED

TUBBS :STUDIO

223 S. 13th

the hostesses.

753-3001
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DRUGS

13 Ounces

Baby Formula
Reg. 29.

-

3
.99
8-3'

PHISOHEX
16-ounce
Dispensing

II

Bottle

LOTION
Reg. $1.59
SUNTAN

L.1

Rig.$3"

FOOT

63

--POWDER
Reg. 98*

UNBURN

Reg. 1.98 - Spray

Stop Sun-

.5

burn Pain!
Conditions,

Si

Bootttra!

NAIL CLIPS •

*ALO ColmeticA,
8-oz. Alo-V Skin

Trim

Sharp
Reg. 25*

GIFT SPECIAL

Cleanser - Reg. 8.00
Alo-Tone
FREE - Freshner- Reg. 3.50

19.50 Value

•
..11,..-1••••••4•,•••••-,..
-•

lli

Is Now Managing The Triangle Inn Restaurant at Aurora, Ky.
He will- also Continue to Manage Trenholms Drive-In Here in
Murray. Wylie Invites Ali His Friends & Customers To Come
in For The Best in Fine Food.

'6

_L.
RECORD 25 WHOOPERS
_

Li

WASHINGTON UPI - The Who°Ong Crane Bed in captilpty
now numbers a record 25, according_ to the Interior Department. The- latest addition to the
diptive flock of the rare birds
was hatched Saturday at the San
Antonio,,, Tex., Zoo, and seven
of nine eggs brought to the Patuxent Wildlife Research Center
In Maryland have also hatched.
About 50 of the near extinct
species are at large, migrating
each year from Canada to the
Aransas National Wildlife Refuge on the Gulf Coast.

EMBASSY DAMAGED
LONDON UPI -Homemade gasoline bombs were thrown at the
Spanish Embassy and the Spanish
military attache office early today, causing slight damage, police said. At the embassy, the
flaming can of gasoline failed
to explode and only light damage
was caused to the building's front
door. The second bomb was tossed at a window of the nearby
office of the Spanish military
attache.
Police said it caused some
damage to a window frame.

4-oz. Ale-Moisturex.

•INWT111

for

Wylie Trenholm of Trenholms Drive-In
on Chestnut St. in Murray, Ky.

PRESCRIPTION

QUINSANA

COPPERTONE

53-3001

•

Let Us Fill
Your Next

EVIILAC

[[ED
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ement
Under New Manag
•.

...Roaches,
Ants, Insects...

S
I?

NOW OPEN

ik-fir vv0
aOMBS Our

2 Registered
Pharmacists
to serve you...
PP.ost.e,753-14 b2
*
Roy English
.A1URMAY KENTUCKY
* Byron Forbus
OPEN EVERY NIGHT FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

RUG CO

TRIANGLE. INN.
NT
AURA
REST
HWY 68 & 80 At Aurora, Ky.

••

Camping Trip
Improves
Grades

"waxite, quad5 cou-oti"
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&se print, It's time consuming,

but it's your money.
"'The consumer has forgotten
how-powerful she can be," said
Ike. Gsank
Bess Myeison Grant didn't
wine to the job as the only
woman in the Lindsay "cabinet"
problem too."
the guidelines we've developed." the
without hackground in public
for
She's campaigning
Nationally, of course,
By GAY PAULEY
although most of the nation
life
regulations which would require
President Nixon bas named
UPI Women's Editor
star.
retailers to label products with knows her as a television
NEW YORK (UPI) - The Virginia ICnaueir as Special the cost of each ounce,or pound
She had served as assistant in
Assistant on Consumer Affairs, a
the U.&
setting seems a strange one for
or foot so the shopper "knows charge of protocol to
former bliss America, standing post held during the Johnson prise:truly what she is getting for Mission to the United Nations,
behind a miussized desk with. administration by farmer actress her money. The economy size was on the board of trustees of
battery of telephones ringing Betty Furness.
Isn't always the best buy." She the League School for Seriously
How's Mrs. Grant doing with
Brooklyn
constantly, the tall beauty
then read fine print on contents Disturbed Children in
grabbing. bite of an ordered-in New York? She invited me to of several supermarket items in and Hillside Hospital in Queens,
on the executive committee of
sandwich and sipping a soft lunch to talk about progress.
her office to prove her point.
Lunch was sandwiches sent
drink as she takes calls, asks her
industry the National Assembly for Social
Food
staff to check out this and that in from a nearby delicatessen. representatives, however, have Policy and Development.
She's received many awards,
problem and talks heatedly Usually, one of her staff said that such detailed pricing
how
the consumes confided, if Mrs. Grant is not would act as a "detriment" to incIndrmg the Anti-Defamation
about
having a full day outside the shoppers because it would mean League's "Woman of
constantly is bilked.
But there she is, Bess office, she briny a snack from Increased costs in the long run. Achievement" citation and the
her alma
Myerson Grant, who as Bess home
The nation already has a fair litnges College (one of
*tenon won the beauty and
She apparently is not we to labelling act, but Mrs. Grant matters) Award for Outstanding
talent title in 1945, now the waste time in her campaign argues it is not enough. In 1988, Achieverneut.
She holds a master's degree in
watchdog for consumers in the
Union sent
"against the dishonest merchant she said, Consumers
from Columbia
music
nation's largest city.
and
has been practicing his craft a group of women shopping
University, and is private life is
Mrs. Grant is New York's who
38
made
they'd
that
found
Commissioner of Consumer for a long time. The amateur wrong choices in getting the the wife of Arnold M. Grant, an
attorney. She has one daughter,
Affairs. She and some 300 buyer is no match for the most for their dollar.
Barni, from a fest marriage that
employes are the clearing house professional seller."
Recently, ides. Grant sent 30 ended in &voice.
One of her goal.: "To
for consumer complaints, check
women volunteers from middle
Now 44, the tall (five feet 10
advertising and peckaging claims promulgate legislation to target Income brackets into middle
for validity, regulate city In on the man who cheats, class areas to check along the inches) brunette is thinner than
markets and administer city victimizes the innocent." She same lines - 45 per cent made when her musical talents and
body messorements (35-25-35)
licenses.
wants to braoden the scope of wrong choices. Mrs. Grant
When Mayor John V. the agency so that among other figured that the women had helped her to the 1Vhss America
Lindsay, a Republican, things the city might sue wasted 11 cents on each dollar title..
I asked her how she'd
appointed Mrs. Grant, a merchants who deceive the
sPentchanged through the years. "I've
Democrat, to the $25,000 a year customers and return the
"A penny here, a penny there grown taller," she smiled. She
post in February, he called it the damages to the victims.
up to millions around the &diet mean in physical height,
add
"first of its kind to be created
nation," said Mrs. Grant.
the
but in assurance of dealing with
said,
she
At
present,
the
in
government
by a local
Since food snakes up one the affairs that affect eight
dishonest businessman can
nation."
sales, it is one of million persons.
Mrs. Grant hopes that her defraud, knowing the consumer fifth of zeta
concerns. But
main
agency's
the
lawsuit
the
afford
cannot
usually
agency can become a prototypb
complaints come in from other
for others - "every city and to recover damages.
"We are not locked in combat areas too -"We have people call
county around the country
should have a place where the with honest businessmen," she in to say they've made a deposit
consurner can seek rechrens," she said. "But I do think business on something and can't get the
add. "We'll make available all for its own image should war on deposit back although the goods
. people
were not delivered
who buy from a picture and are
sorry when the real thing
arrives .. . the phony travel
TURLOCK, Calif. (UPI) bureaus who promise first class
For some "problem" youngsters
accommodations and deliver
haring difficulty with their grade
second rate. .. furniture outlets school studies, a weekend
which overprice inferior camping trip with an older
meranclise. .."
college student rimy make a
On the national level, she world of difference.
said, Betty Furness had told her
Sponsors of a volunteer
the top complaints had been tutoring program involving some
--about appliances, used cars, and 130 youngsters report that an
4'..irorperimental program designed
packaging.
What can the consumer do to boost self confidence and
Bomb out roaches,
raise school grades is having a
_ immediately?
ants, flies, mosquitoes,
?•.
Mrs. Wesson offered these large degree of success.
moths, fleas, or any
Under the program, volunteer
suggestions - Educate yourself
flying. cc crawling insect.
in so far as possible on reading tutors from Stanislana State..
Insect Bomb and
contents of can or box. Steer College come into the andent's
Kill-Ka Roach and Ant Bomb
kill quickly. And their
clear of
weights or home and attempt to reach him
powerful, residual action
measurements in In a way impossible for teachers
keeps on killing. If roaches,
hard -to-translate fractions. If a with large classes.
ants, or other insects are
box says "10 cents off' or "20
"I think it's the sincere desire
having a blast at your expense
cents off regular price," demand to try to hey) that wins the
blast them with Kill-Ko.
to know, "Off what?" Write the youngster," said Bill Ustma of
It's a real bomb.
manufacturer. Write your Hollister, founder of the
congressman every time the issue StanisLius County program.
of stricter labelling comes up.
Chief coordinator Bill Parks
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Don't be intimidated. Read the of La Selva Beach said that his
10-year-old pupil jumped from a
second grade reading level to a
fourth grade level after a
MURRAY'S MOST COURTEOUS DRUG STORE
weekend camping and fishing
trip.
"The stimulus was the thing,'
Parks said. "With a lot of thee
kids, what they really need is
attention."
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

plus Night Creme
FREE Alo-Nloisture
plus Beauty Soap

19.50 Value
for

•
•

I

14

* FRESH KY LAKE CATFISH DINNERS
*PRIVATE DINING ROOMS AVAILABLE*STEAK
*SEAFOOD -*PLATE LUNCHES *PIZZA &
SPAGHETTI

I* TRIANGLE INN
: RESTAURANT
.
*.

The world's larifelit burley to
bacto welkin .market is in -Lexington, Ky. • se, - a
The cuttlefish, a relative ol
the squid and octopus; camouflages itslif by changing color
in two-thirds of a second!

a-

Aurora, Kentucky
It Hwy 68 & 80
l:

* * *

UWiOtt U. Eisenhower was
-Ow first president of '50 state,

PAGE &DC
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TIMES
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

the Chamber ot Manuiacturers. special "Petula Clark's Cinema,'' ping his own "Don't the Moon theater at Stratford-on-Avon,
featuring her songs from the Look Lonesome" to "Moon.''
turns actor for a top role in
* * *
movie Goodbye, Mr. Chips."
"Anne of the Thousand Days"
* • A
* * *
from the Maxwell Anderson
Beta in 'FBI'
Quayle in Top Rote
play.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
*5*
Co-Stars
HOLLYW
(UPI)
OOD
Carl Betz, who won the Emmy
Anthony
Quayle,
former
direcNorway
HOLLYW
is called the Land
OOD (UPI) for his defunct "Judd for the
Janet Leigh
Royal Shakespeare. of the Midnight Sun. "
tor
of
the
Oliver
Reed
will
co-star
with
Defense" series this year, will
For TV Film
em in a segment of "The Samantha Egu in Anatole Lityak's "The Lady in the Car"
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - „.
for Columbia Pictures.
Janet Leigh will star in a 90* * *
minute production for ABC* * *
TV's "Movie of the Week Series" in "Honeymoon with a Self-Director
Music Man
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Stranger."
Fess Parker will direct himself' HOLLYWOOD (UPI) *5*
and the rest of the cast in an Quincy Jones will compose the
Imogene To Guest
motion picture score for "Cactus
episode of "Daniel Boone."
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Flower' which stars Walter Matccimplete line America's qual* * *
thau and Ingrid Bergman.
Imogene Coca will appear next
ity-built hydraulic and hydraulic,'
season in a guest role in an epi•
* * *
cable loaders for truck, trailer,
sode of the new television series, To Play Franklin
tractor and stationary mounting.
Composer
To
Produce
"Love, American Style."
Telescopic, folding telescopic and
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
knuckle booms. Capacities: 3,600
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Fredd Wayne, who has travelled
to 36,000 pounds.
the country with 'his one-man Composer Leonard Rosenman
er ern error.
show as Benjamin Franklin, will will turn producer and make a
Mexican
major
film
musical
based
on
Color TV,
appear as Franklin in a segment
Lewis Carroll's classic "Alice
MEXICO CITY (UPI) - of the "Daniel Boone" series. in
W en derland."
* * *
Mexico was the fifth country in
"
Howard Henderson
* * *
the world to produce color teleSouth Fulton, Tenn
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
vision sets, and the first Latin Petula Home
901/479-2517
Likes Short Titles
285 East Calhoun Si -Memphis, Tennessee
American nation with color teleHighway 51, South-Union City, Tennessee
HOLLYWOOD
Highway 45, South - Corinth, Mississipp.
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) vision broadcasting, according to Petula Clark returns (UPI) to
native Producer Chuck Barris favors
Prudencio Lopez, president of London to star in aher
BBC-TV shortening movie titles, chop-
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ROAD BUILDERS

NEW EXCITEMENT IN
Sniff•STAMINA*SAFE
OTASCO

W 4-PLY

BRUNSWICK "SUPER-1F'

POLYESTER CORD

Hazard
Road
Lifetime
Guarantee
42-M
0nth
8t
Against Wearout!

I

4'

Passenger Tiro Guarantee
• Guaranteed croons, oll rotid
haeords and defer,
P
.
$or the life of the oegnol tread If hr• 4o.11,
0.11, at our opnen, r•pou pt free or realm. rf
charging only for the tread Ware. 00 0 p,o (oft
dere of the renhonge
pfus too.
• Guaranteed wrens, wear oat hat a seeriire num
ber of months. If tr•ad nears out in tr.., ponod,
we w.ii replor•.r chorgna 0,. wean,•edIan90
pm.* ins -sr dollar oit000iço plus too
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25•4 VADER

25% WIDER TREAk
15% DEEPER THAN
CONVENTIONAL TIRES
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WASH

•
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Cotton chenille. frwa,shing or polishing.
Tir•trit

• Dependable

Jeff L.
Funeral

JOHNSON'S KIT CLEANER-WAX

&gide BATTERIES.
• Factory Fresh

moon, waiti
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job is done.
Today's w
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hearse the
firing th
orbit tow
first !sours
mission.

However,

PRICES LOW AS

Don't Let A Weak Battery
Spoil Your Vacation!

ing alone

15% DEEPER TREAD

•NEW 78 SERIES PROFILE I wider and lower for road-hugging
stability,
excellent high speed performance!
• NEW GRIP-SURE SHOULDERS! more rubber on the shoulders'
for better
tracking, increased cornering power, tortger wear!
•
• 4-PLY POLYESTER CORD! smoother, no thump ride; restra stability
at oft
speeds'
• IMPROVED FLEXSYN TREAD RUBBER! the long mileage tread
compound
with extra year-round traction built in I
• ImPROVED CHLOROBUTyl DOUBLE TUBELESS
LINE,RI holds air better,
longer.
• CONCAVE TREAD CONTOUR!.results in perfectly.
flat foolpriat when irifkit_ ed ond. mounted on 0 cart.
_ _
• EXTRA LOW ANestE CORD-ECINSTRUCTION1 the principle
that odds
greater stability and performance at turnpike speeds!
• TWIN TRIM-LINE WHITEWALLS, SCULPTURED SIDEWALL
S the modern
style trend for all generations, all cars!

Thirty Girls Entered In Fair Beauty Contest
Thirty beauties &tin the city Morton, McKeel Equipment Co; nie Johnson, daughter of Mr.
and
and county will ditelbr the title (14) Jan Reaken, daughter of Mr. Mrs. Charles Johnson, The Cherof Miss Murray-Calloway County and Mrs. Johnny Reagan, Holton
Fair Monday evening, July 14
Melugin Insurance; (15) Bevto highlight the opening of the erly Rogers, daughter of Mr. Not pictured are: Cindy Alexa1969 fair.
and Mrs. Glen Rogers, Liberty nder, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Rex Alexander, The Place; JenMiss Murray-Calloway County Super Market;
Fair, who will reign over the (16) Jane Scott, daughter of nie Barker , daughter of Mr.
weeks' activities at the fair, Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Scott, Tren- and Mrs. Bill Barker, Parker
will receive a dozen red roses, holm's Drive-In;(17) Gail Starks, Ford, Inc; Kathy Crider, daughta trophy, $75 in cash, a Fashion daughter of Mrs. DorothaStark.s, er of Mr.and Mrs. Albert Crider,
220 beauty case, and a gift dert- Leach's Music & TV; (18) Dar- The Murray Theatres; Peggy
ificate from the Cherrys. First lene Stuart, daughter of Mr. and Forres, daughter of Mr. and
runner-up will be awarded $50 Mrs. J. W. Stuart, Tucker Realty Mrs, VI. A. Forres, Billington
in cash, an engraved trophy and Company; -(19) Amy Thompson, Forsee Tractor Co; Leslie Fura Cherrys' gift certificate; sec- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James gerson, daughter of Mr.and Mrs.
ond runner-up will be presented Thompson, Littleton's;(20) Mel- Bill Furgerson, Campus Casual;
Pamela Paschall , daughter of
a trophy, a gift certificate from issa Treas, daughter of
Mr. and Mr. and
Mrs. Ellie Paschall,
The Cherrys and $25 in cash. Mr. If. E. Treas,
Ryan Shoe Dees
Bank of Hazel.
For the first time an engraved Store; (21) Beth
Tuck, daughter
trophy will be given to the con- of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Tuck,
The beauty -review is under
testant chosen as Miss Congenia Murray Insurance
Agency; (22) the direction of the Sigma DeMy.
Sharon Lee Underwood, daughter partment of the Murray Woman's
Entranis , and their sponsors of Mrs. Eupal
Underwood, Holi- Club with the cooperation of the
are: (1) Gail Furches, daughter day
Inn, (23) Mary Eva Wells, Murray Jaycees. Proceeds will
of Mr. and Mrs. Thurston Fur daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. G. K. benefit the local Head Start Proches, sponsored by FurchesJew- Wells,
Jim Adams 1GA;(24)bon- gram.
elry;(2) Linda Boyd, daughter o
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Boyd, Bank
of Murray; (3) Donna Carpenter,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Carpenter, Enix -interiors; (4)
Olivia Cook, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. S. F. Cook, Ryan Milk
Company; (5) Sandra Darnell,
daughter of Mrs. Dulcie Darnell,
T. V. Service Center; (6) Jacqueline Futrell, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John C. Futrell, Carroll Volkswagen; (7) Marcia'Hayes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Hayes, Gene and Jo's
Flowers; (8) Rick! Hopkins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe D.
Hopkins, Jerry's Restaurant, (9) Barbara Ellen Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
W. Jones, Lindsey's Jewelers;
(10) Linda Jones, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert W.Jones, Made.
moiselle Shop;(11) Marilyn Lasa.
ter, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. IMAGINE THE EMBARRA
SSMENT of •Jamil M. Baroody, Saudi
Joe F. Lasater, Thurman FurnitArabia's 17.N. ambassador, at having to speak
his piece
ure,(12) Claudia Nlatthai, daught•
front a chair beside tire Israeli representative. Yorref
Tekoah.
er of Dr. and Mrs. James MatthThis chill proximity was caused by a lack of
other seats
ai, Traingle Inn;(13) Mary Janice
Is the Security Council.
Morton, (laughter of Mrs. Bob

Niewoweve

ly in a co
or, practicin

(Giant CHAMOIS

turtlfi
waxl

...,......J8" x1.2".,
tanned. 11-122.s

TURTLE WAX

• Quality Built
ar

The one-year tar wax
Grides a. hard shell tinish.

299
97'

E.JET-X CAR WASHER
.•11711:-

Find the Battery size for your car

30
IIFFERENT
TYPES TO
CHOOSE FROML_

88185P 1200. 24 elk
.
IVA 01 GII
Ch:rr. '40.'54
..
6 95 10 95
1
Cho. -55.'67 (mast)
24
595 13.9$
..W.,
14_grarcrry 56-'65(woo) 25114
14.95
.
Ford '63. 67 -..
2411
faker, 621004 66-66
22F
13.95
Mr •°9494044.°1"'50. 67("mstI 24 19$ 5395
.
•94411 '81-**11844040).,.. _ 9 OA
aum. •63-47 frrars1) 27
''
iwcit Sper.al, Skylark '63- 67 24 8.95 13.9$
. Potwar '$5-67/moo)
593 13.95
• 24
1824eter '5A-'67
895 13.95
24
Alt Mal 1.4C14414138.841134

411507
17 95
17 94/.• 20.95
17.95 20.15

1400.
149$

A.r-T

9.5

Easy to use. Just attach
to hose. 31 1.15.2
Magic Suds Refill. 33i1211-3.. 1 69 qt

Heavy Duty I REFRIGERANT I TRANSMISSION
BRAKE
FLUID
1"Cr
-'"
reAlritimen I i Cr--- -en , cfp CAR 27e
FLUID
31-463
LIFE
Reim
ri.uiC

SE

\1.Specs.
e .12y 07.
11.50,9.9

Charging Valve.
11.44.i 1
1.99
Charging Hose

O tior
Type A

2095.

16.95
17 95 20 95
59.9523.93
21.05
17.95 20 95
17.93 20 95
17,93 20.9$

USE 01.1141" A Sc
CREDIT OR

BEL-AIR SHOPPING
CENTER

TIRE &supply
Murray, Ky.

OVER 470 STORES TO SERVE

ALL
TOW
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Seven Educators... Mrs. Rudy Smith's
lContlnuod From Page One/
Rites Held Today

LEDGER

&

TIMES

—

MURRAY, ILINTUCZY
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Rites Will Be Held
SEEN & HEARD ... For
H. V. Hopkins

field where friends may call
Joe Ford, and Purdom Lovett.
Mrs. Page, age 83, died TuesInterment will be in t he
day at the Westview Nursing
Scotts Grove Cemtery with the
Home. She is survived by two
arrangements by the J H. ChurThe funeral for Harold Vern- chill Funeial Home where
The
funeral
services
for Mrs. daughters, Mrs. Belote and Mrs.
frion Hopkins, age 42, who died at ends may call after
nine p m. Era Maude Page, mother of Harry Glenn, two sons, George
his home in Ormond Beach, today.
Mrs. Jack Belote of Murray, and Ted Page, one brother, HerFla., on Monday, will ke held
will be held Friday at 11 a.m. bert Hammon, nine grandchilSurvivors are his wife, GerFriday at three p.m. at the
at the Cuba Baptist Church dren, and three great grandchilScotts Grove Baptist Church aldine, daughter, Sharon Gid- with Rev. Charles Nelson
of- dren.
with Dr. Billy Grey Hurt and dens, grandeon, Michael Andrew ficiating.
Rev. Loyd Wilson officiating. Giddens. parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Pallbearers will be David DriActive pallbearers will be Cloyce D. Hopkins, parents-in- ver, James Sullivan, John BeThe Barluiry Ape is a tailless
Vernon Cahoon, John Cohoon, law, Mr. and Mrs. Hudson lote, Hall Baker,
Bob Johnson, monkey living in Algeria, Morocsisters,
Smith,
Mrs.
four
Mar- Newton Wilkins,
W. L. Polly, Hardeman Nix, Joe
Jr., .Thhn Law- co and Gibraltar,
Morton, and Watson Roberts. shall Brandon, Mrs. Tommy rence Connely,
and William
* * *
Honorary pallbearers will be Brown, Mrs. Ronnie Shelton, Baker. Burial will
be in the Cuyoung robin
Anne
Hopkins,
Jo
Miss
and
and
the
After
Joe Dee Hopkins, Donnie Chapba Church of Christ Cemetery
man, Damon Mathis, Lemon Lo- two brothers, Palmer and John with the arrangement
hatches he eats an average of
s by the
vett, Rudy Lovett, H. E. Ford, Dee napkins.
Byrn Funeral Home of May- 14 feet of earthworms a day.

(Continued Freon Page One)
craft simulators. They get their hours of credit for each class
Randolph Allen teaches bioFuneral services for Mrs. Ru- all. This will be accomplishlast day off on Sunday.
Armstrong and Aldrin worked logy at South Marshall High dy (Gertrude) Smith were held ed one day next week.
until late Wednesday afternoon and is taking the courses for today at three p.m. at the chain a mock-up of the lunar land- credit above the master of arts pel of the J H. Churchill Fun- Janice Weatherly Sublett was
ing. vehicle, practicing donning degree. He is a member of the eral Home with Bro. Alonzo among those who attended the
the bu,ikya beaspacks they will Marshall County Teachers Asso- Williams of Lone Oak officiat- reunion of the Class of 1940 ad
Murray- High School. As these
use to breathe on the moon, ciation, First District Education ing.
and other operations of the epic Association, Kentucky Educat- Serving as pallbearers were old classmates gathered for the
first steps onto the lunar sur- ion Association, and National Ralph Ray, Onyx Ray, J. W. reunion a number of impresWilson, Carnie Hendon, Connie sions were registered. Mrs. Subface. Armstrong will be the Education Association.
Bobby Allen, who
first to climb down the ladder
princi- Ford, Will Higgins Whitnell, lett jotted them down in stacpal, coach, and eighth-grade tea- Max Hurt, and Pat Shea. Burial cato fashion and you have to
from the spacecraft.
Collins worked simultaneous- cher at New Concord Elemen- was in the Murray Cemetery place yourself in the midst of
ly in a command ship simulat- tary School, is working on his with the arrangements by the this class reunion to get their
or, practicing the duties of fly- master of arts degree. He is a J. H. Churchill Funeral Home. full impact. Anyway we thought
Mrs. Smith, age 77, died sue- you might enjoy what flashed
ing alone in orbit around the member of the National Educamoon, waiting to rendezvous tion Association, Kentucky Edu- dently at her home, 111 North through the minds of those atwith his teammates when their cation Association, Calloway 12th Street, on Tuesday. She is tending the reunion as they
Education Association, and First survived by her husband, Rudy met the classmates who they
Job is done.
Today's work /schedule asign- District Education Associatioe. Smith, and two brothers, R. M. had not seen for perhaps twenty years.
Mrs. Scott, who teaches art at and E. H. Canon.
ed all three crewmen to the
command ship simulator to re- Murray High, is taking the
Here are her impressions.
hearse the tricky procedures of courses for credit above the
firing themselves out of earth master's level. She is a mesa"The Salutatorian of the Class
orbit toward the moon in the her of the Kentucky Art Educeof 1969 and Miss Murray High
first hours of their eight-day tion Association, National &ea (Continued From Page One)
of the Class of 1969 were Famission.
cation Association, National Art Miller
and all campaign work- thered and Mothered by memEducation Association, First ers for this
successful effort.
hers of the Class of '49. "Just
District Art Education AssociaOther reports were given re- think—Greatness was born in
tion, Murray Education Assoc- garding
First Aid, Water Safe- these halls — This must be •
iation, Murray Art Guild, and ty, and Nursing Services.
Mrs. little bit like Heaven—we're
the Kentucky Guild of Artists Blankenship announced
that all reunited again".
and Craftsmen, as well as the First Aid Instructor
Edward
"Isn't this great to see each
Jennings had offered to teach other—a kaleitaascepe of kids,
!Final rites for Jeff L litcKeel Murray Woman's Club.
Feltner,
eighth
-grade teacher a Standard First Aid class for color, and Wandaand
mere held today at three p.m.
Billand
at the chapel of the Max H. and principal of Hazel Elemen- the public, and that more de- Chadand LittleReciand Barbara
tary
School,
is
taking
hours
aChurchill Funeral Home with
fnite plans would be made soon. and Mildredand Anna Ruthand
bove the master's level. He is a
Rev, John Bradley officiating.
Eight couples were graduated Hazeland liarryand EliandNetPallbearers were Billy Gene member of the National Educafrom
the Mother and Baby Care tieand Haroldand JohnL.and
Jackson, Billy Jeff Swafford, tion Association, Kentucky Educlass held at the university. It Zaneand Joe—Hugs and KissRobby Louis Dunn, all grand- cation Association, Calloway
es, heart-felt smiles and handalso hoped by the chapter
is
Teachers
Education Association,
sons, Douglas Luffman, Ronnie
shakes—"Th
is is a healthy lookNursing
classes
Home
that
such
Connor, and George Dunn. Bur- and the First District Education
public lib- ing group" — That's just what
those
at
held
as
the
Association.
ial was in the Murray Cemetery
Mrs. 13aucum, third-grade tea- rary can be held again next a Doctor would say — Where
with the arrangements by the
cooperation with the have you been all these years?
Max H. Churchill Funeral Home. cher at W. Z. Carter Elementary year in
educational
television system. Where are you now? "JUST
School,
is
working
on
her
masMcKeel, age 87, died TuesSeveral
those present ex- REMEMBER ONE WORD—
of
ter
of
arts degree. She is a memday at the Westview Nursing
haven't
pressed
their
regret
at the halt-PLASTICS" — You
Home. He is survived by two ber of the Kentucky Education
changed a bit—"We are thankswimming
ing
the
of
lessons
due
Association
and
the National
daughters, Mrs. Winfred Jackto a sudden cancellation of pool ful, Our Father, that we have
son and Mrs. Martha Swofford; Education Association.
availability, however, they wish- lost none of our class members
one son, Leon McKeel; on e
Vaughn, who teaches social
ed to commend the six Water In death"—A few words about
stepson, Lanis Phillips; eight studies in the seventh and
Safety Instructors and 8 Sen- progress at Murray High for
grandchildren, sixteen great eighth grades at Calvert City
ior Life Guards who helped the past 20 years and projected
grandchildren.
Elementary, is working toward during the week's
lessons com- plans for the future — We are
the master of arts degree. He pleted.
so proud of each other—ConIs a member of the Kentucky
Three local citizens were pre- tributions of one magaifies 48
Education Association, National sented gallon donor cards and others in ever-widening cirles
Education Association, First Dis- "Golden Blood Drop" pins de- —Do you remember? Gosh, we
(Continued From Page v1111/
trict Education Association, and noting donation of a minimum had fun! — We're still having
the Marshall County Education of 8 pints of blood during the fun—You're only as young as
orbiting mission to determine
Association.
Red Cross blood program. They your attitudes—Good Bye, Cothe physical effects of a long
Mrs: Orr, librarian at Murray were Pete Panzera, Bill Boyd, lumbus—I can't believe how
voyage in space.
much I've grown.
The preliminary autopsy re- High, is taking hours above the and L. P. Hendon. Their action
"Vital Statistics are to whet
master's
level.
She
is
a
provide
will
member
an
blood
free
for
sults announced Wednesday said
your appetite and grab your
Bonny suffered "minor injury of the Kentucky Education As- indefinite time for the donors
attentern. You must expend
to internal organs, probably due sociation, National Education and their families any where in
your own energy to discover
Association,
Kentucky
country.
the
Librarto re-entry forces."
ians Association, and the MurDirectors not previously men- the details. 18 class members
However, "all organ systems v Education Association.
tioned who were present were: were unable to attend, but all
Indicated full function until the
Harvey Ellis, Holmes Ellis, Ran- sent personal letters, telegr
time of death. Death was prodell Patterson, Mrs. Curtis Hays, or phone calls of regret. We
missed Mr. Moser. Miss Myra
bably due to cooling of the
and Fleetwood Crouch. Other m
animal and consequent heart
service chairmen present were Bagwell sent Congratulations
failure," the report said.
M. 0. Wrather, Disaster Chain- to the last Class she sponsored
"Lack of heat due to immo- (Continued From Paps Ono)
man, and Mrs. Susie McDevitt, before leaving Murray High.
There are 49 members of the
bilization, zero G gravity forces
Service to Military Chairman.
Class of '49. 21 have College
and a cool capsule 68-70 degrees rary tax. The remaining two
are felt to be the major contri- thirds of the cost will be receiv ems, 102,295 were at the main,Degrees, 11 have Master's Debutions to the demise of the ed from the State of Kentucky Library and 83,093 were check- -give, 4 have Doctorate Degree,
Amortization Grant through the ed out in the county through 8 are teaching school—Elementanimal"
ary, Secondary, and Colleges, 1
The autopsy was begun Tues- State Department of Libraries. the Bookmobile service.
is Principal of Murray High
A
Library
Presently
there
spokesman
are
9,319
resaid
that
day afternoon at Hickam Air
School, 2 are Medical Doctors,
Force Base, where the monkey this in effect will be a return gistered library card holders.
The new Library building will 2 are C. P. A's, 1 has written
had been scheduled originally to the people of Calloway Counand published several books
to undergo two weeks of tests ty some of their own miney provide space and facilities for
for
children, 3 of us have sets
which
they
such
activities
have
paid into the
as children's
had the mission been completstate funds.
story hour, book reviews, spec- of twins.
ed as planned.
Calloway County was one of ial educational television, and "Mr. Tom Lamb, Research
The remains of the animal
only
six counties in the state small community groups con- Engineer, Tappan Stove Comwere being sent to a number of
pany, Mansfield, Ohio, swapped
mainland universities for furth- selected for this type of amorti- cerned with various county pro- suit
coats with sonemone at
jects.
er study. A final announcement zation grant.
the Class Reunion. If YOU find:
The
library
The
Library
presently
Board
is
is
lo
composon the findings will be made by
that you have the wrong coat,
the National Aeronentics• and cated in the building at Sev ed of Max B. Hurt, chairman, please call Chad
Stewart, 753Space Administration when the 'eath and Main Streets and is Mrs. Macon-Blankenship, Dr. A. 5885. Class
Presidents go onand
fast
Kopperud,
outgrowing
H.
Lochie
Mrs.
Hart
the
available
studies are completed.
onandon
space because of the wide use and Jack Belote.
of the library services, and
following the unveiling.
Bookmobile distributions, Mrs.
Rare Appearance
Charles Hinds, the University
Blankenship said.
(UPI) - Library
HOLLYWOOD
librarian,
will preside during
officials pointed out
the ceremonies, which will be
Lew Ayres makes a rare tele- that in the fiscal year ending (Continued
From Page One)
held in the Lowry Annex of the
vision appearance as a guest star June 30, 1969, a total of 185,in a dramatic segment of "My 388 library items were checked ray campus as director of a library and near a three-room
three-week
creative
writing suite- in which the Jesse Stuart
Three Sons."
out to the public. Of these itworkshop, is expected to speak
Collection is 'housed. Dr. Sam.
uel R._ Dodson, pastor of the
First United Methodist Church,
Murray, will give the invocation -end benediction.
Stuart made the University a
depository for his works as a
result of close relationships for.
med there during his recuper- Iii
ation from a near-fatal heart
attack following a speech to the
First District Education Association on the campus in 1954.
The collection, which contains M
the Greenup County writer's
works from scribbled notes to
finished books, also Includes
the original draft of his novel.
"Taps for Private Tussie," which m
sold more than two million copies.
Also included are original
manuscripts, publisher's proof
and valuable first editions of
most of Stuart's 34 books, as
well as hundreds of poems,
short stories, pieces of corre
sp3ndence and photographs

Funeral Is Friday
For Mrs. Era Page
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SAVE UP TO 50%
On Brand Name Items!!

Annual

,RISCOUIT DRUG CEITERS,
OVER 5,000 ITEMS YOURS AT TOTAL DISCOUNT PRICES
Irit-"
77

Jeff L. McKeel's
Funeral Is Today

5(N

Library....

Jesse Stuart
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With This Coupon
sar - R.55 *'Lt.
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CHARLIE ADAMS, Registered Pharmacist at Say-Rite In Bel Air, invitee
you to Save on All Prescriptions.
15:311=1 3:33:1 3.31 311:31:1 1:33:1 1331 1:.''r ..
II
Pa
VITAMIN GIVE AWAY in
a
Ili
P. 30 FREE with each 100
in

in

lir

HI

RI
I,

Ali
RI

Less Than Half Price

ii

ION
U11)

/DO

IP

A

IAIhile

SELECT THE SECOND P AIR OF YOUR CHOICE

FOR ONLY

YOU'LL ENJOY OUR GIFT SHOO:PE!
No matter a-hat the occasion,
you'll find just the right gift in
our exclusive Gift Shoppe — and
if you like. we'll wrap it attractively for you at no charge. Only
the finest quality items
by nationally recognized firms
are featured at a wide price
range to suit any taste and
budget. You'll' be proud to give
and receivb giftakcaifeur Gift
Shoppet

Compare Prices on Hair Care Needs
BRECK BASIC CONDITIONER
52.25 Value
ICeep your hair looking and feeling
naturally
beautiful with Breck Basic Conditioner
the after-shampoo effective texturizer.
4-oz. size

iri
Are Ire . W117.:1 7,1a:5.

z 3 a a:3 Ella

-BRECK BASIC
Get Breck Basic $3.95 'Call.
In the large 8-oz.
size at a big savings of $2.07!

GO., GO LIGHT

VITALIS LIQUID
Depend on Vitalsic value
Is to keep your
hair healthier
with that well
groomed look.

Here's the nicest, sz value
easiest way to go
blondl Choose
reg., honey or
cool tone.

48c

PAIN RELIEVERS ALL AT LOW DISCOUNT
EXCEDRIN
When you have
need for extra
powerful headache help try
Ewe:Erin!
60 CT.
$1.05 Value
111
di

Soi
E:ZE:a E.-741
DRISTAN MIST
Get
from sinus congestion,
ORISTAN CAPSULES
9129 Value
12 hour capsules for temporary
hay lever misery and cold disrelief from nasal congestion due $1.49 Value
tress.
to cold and hay fever,
Rave On Variety of Household -Needs
78
.
at Sav-RiteN
BOWL BRUBH
J&J COTTON BUDS
Plastic bowl brush In assorted 49c Value
sec Vane
colors.22*

68*

a.a.r.s.

sa 3.11.3 3.31:11:311 EEE.5 3:3= "11

VASELINE
PETROLEUM JELLY
Vaseijn petroleinn Jelly
Is in the new 12
ounce p1ai.ic
cnven, nursery
jar.
Now

Ste
Value

NEET
CREAM
Cream hair away from
face legs, underarms
easily, safely. No
coarse "razor-stubble"
regrowth. 2-oz.
$125 Value

/trellis saissz:z-s-s.a.sszi zaszassaag

III

Keeps you so dry you
can see the difference!
For all the family!
4-oz, size

56
0
.1

5

Iff

E1'It'127•1 1:2;.! r-

7. 74 5555 El.111.r.1/

Open
9 a.m.-9 p.m.
and Sundays
1-6 p.m.

t':11:1 3.5 E_Z 315.1!:sr; Z 1111 11Z:3 3:ZZ.'3.

In Bel Air
Shopping Center
lir 753-8304

by Charles M. Schulz

(

ADAMS. SHOE STORE

DUT
59IQUW
CH MILL
SM CANDIES.. . Ex:
elusive in this area at Say-Rite!

10.58 Value

Peanuts®
PFANUTS

Take Your Choice! Wide Variety!
Coupon Good Thru Sun.., June 29, '69

PRICE

m

SHOES FOR MEN, WOMEN, AND CHILDREN-Buy One Pair At Th e Regular Price . . .

ii

THERAGRANM

ONLYTHREE MORE DAYS
ADAMS SHOE STORE'S

5' SHOE S

OFF the reg.
price of 1 Pound

of Dutch Mill Candies

Heart Failure

WAX

I !it;l1

I i

HEY,CMON!
A HOT DAY, AND
WE'RE AU.GOIN610
RUN THROOGH THE
LAWN SPRINKLER!

(

NOT YOU, YOU
STUPID BEAGLE!

ORDINARILW, I WOULDN'T CARE, NTT
.1'M THE WORLD'S BEST LAWN
SPRINKLER R1'NNER-714R'OUGHER

Murray, Kentucky
ALL SALES FINAL .N0aEXCHANGES

NO REFUNDS„

FRIDAY NIGHT TILL 8:00
-
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SENSINGTHENEWS

JULY
SALE

By Thurman Sensing
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

States Industrial Council
'Southern
THE ADMINISTRATION'S COURSE
infringed on the rights of the
THE VOTING RIGHTS
states.
ISSUE
The Nixon administration's In an era that ascribes the
proposals for a ban on voter highest value to education, it
literacy teats and residency is absurd for liberals to oppose
rules have both 'gemming and literacy tests for voters. Edudispleasing aspects.
hammer at the theme
11 the adminiatration propos- cators
participate
\\%\‘00,%%%%%%
als are accepted, seven South- that no one can these days
life
in
y
meaningfull
riy
selected
them states—unfai
education. Yet
as targets of the 1965 Voter without a good
voting is the
that
insist
liberals
Rights Act—no longer will be
which there
singled out for federal atten- one activity for
test
tion. Atty. Gee. John N. Mit- should be no educational
be
anything
Could
whatsoever.
chell, in sumouncing the proposed changes in the law, said he more illogical?
Instead of going forward in
mald not support a simple fiveof voter qualification,
terms
year extession at the 1965 law.
"I cannot support," he declared, the country seems to be going
"what amounts to regional le- backward--equating the lowering of qualifications with civic
progress. With so many comit is encouraging to find the plex issues before Congress and
Nixon adminintration taking state legislatures, the real need
that position. The Johnson ad- is for an electorate with highministration sought to deprive er educational standards or at
the seven affected Southern least for disqualification of instates at the night of equal dividuals who haven't the eduapplication of the law when it catiorral backgrounci to make
pushed the 1965 act. It was an intelligent discussion. But
successful in pushing through that's not the way things are
-this legislation which was puni going; that approach is not in
Wein intent and aimed at only accord with cherished liberal
_one part of the republic. The myths.
framers of thhe U. S. Constitu- The founders of this country
tion certainly never intended never envisioned everyone votthat laws be written in such ing, no more than they intendfashion as to impose one set of ed the participatory democracy
standards on one region and that the New Left proposes. The
another set on another.
founders intended to create a
Mr. Mitchell 1 right in one republic in which a truly qualrespect: if federal voting exam- ified electorate would select reiners are to be ordered into presentatives. In a more enone group of states, they sho- lightened future, America may
uld be ordered into all. A halt get back to the original vision
should be called to the double of government.
standard system of justice in- The states' right to set mai
herent in the 1965 Voter Rights dency requirements for voting
also should be maintained, not
Act.
It is outrageous to make one abolished. Presidential voting
region—the South—the whip- is by states, and it is only logiping boy for the nation. Abuses cal that each state determine
in voting have taken place in when a resident is entitled to
many parts of the cotmty. In- vote. States' rights have been
deed it odien has been said tragically eroded in recent
that the Kennedy administra- years. No further erosion shotion got into office because of uld be allowed.
fraud committed at polling places in Chicago in November 1960.
Yet the Congrem didn't send
voting examiners into the State
of Illinois The insult was reserved for seven Southern
states.
The University of Kentucky,
Advocates of the double stanof Agriculture, Animal
College
abonnot
have
justice
dard of
Department, has scheSciences
domed their cause, however.
Field
They oppose Atty. Gen. Mit- duled the Annual Livestock
e•....o,••••••
chell's plan to give the federal Day for farmers and livestock
Ow first Retvereerki
Frifor
Kentucky
Western
in
men
send
government authority to
voting examiners to other re- day, July 18, 1969.
The event will be held at the
gions. They want to restrict
Experiment StatAgriculture
Souseven
the
to
this authority
thern states and, in effect, have ion's 1100-acre Princeton Farm,
tthem continue to be treated as located 1 mile east of Princeton,
Kentucky, on state highway 91.
second-cLass states.
The Field Day will begin at
What is most desirable, of
course, is to let the 1965 Vot- 9:00 A.M. Central Daylight Time
er Rights Act die, with no re- with wagon tours of the farm,
newel of provision for voting including scientific discussions
examiners, either in the South of research project results on
beef cattle, swine and sheep.
or any other region.
In the broad sense, the ad- The program will conclude at
-ministration's proposal for a 3:00
Highlight of the day will be an
ban on voter literacy teats and
residency is not in the public address by the newly appointed
Interest. Tactically, the pro- Dean of the College of Agriculposal may help block renewal ture, Dr. C. E. Barnhart. Dr.
at the Voting Rights Act of Barnhart will speak after the
1965. In terms of principle, noon picnic lunch, which is free.
however, the ban runs counter
to the Constitution. The
GAR
habinent of requirements for
sand
highest
the
Among
voting constitutionally is withon
in the province of the states. dunes in the world are those
of
Oregon.
coast
Pacific
the
The federal government

Store Hours: Monday-Saturday -._ _ 9 a. m. - 9 p. m.
12:30 to 6:30 p. m.
Sunday
%%%,,„„%%%%%%% %%%%
0.••••••••••••• ••••••
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4-Unlock
5-Sailor
(cofloq )
1 -Cloth measure
4-Aquatic
6-Touchdown
(abbr.)
mammal
7-Wipe out
9-Pronoun
8-Lease
12Puirlturne
9-Jets forth
current, .
10-Man's
13-Spanitiki tar
niclutarne
"farther14-Ownoe step- ---.-..-XLAVOrm
26-Bushy clump
15-Beam
17-Cancels
ISApproaches
19-Measure of
20-Reverence,
weight
21 Narrow
20-Showy flower
openings
21 Hurried
22 Jury list
23-Be in debt
24-The sweetsop
23•Eggs
27-Young boy
25 Chemical dye
28-Hail!
26 Cuts
29118alictous
28 Swiss river
burning
29 Roman bronze
30,Preposition
31 Drying cloth
31 Chinese
Point*
32-Eolflike part
33-Spenish for
ACROSS

\

\%NO,

AQUA QUEEN

BATHROOM

LAWN
SPRINKLER

IN. $1.08
MOUTHWASH

Reg. S6.95
$391

Hurricane 5 Blade
•ort:z

ELECTRIC

FAN

REEF
39c

4181
CAPRI

TWO-BEDR
at Almo Hi
every way
and gas, ne
kitchen and
ready to se
600.00.
ON SHARI
of 12th Stir
room fram
heat, hardy
sion with
ON NORTH
a nice 3-be
years old. 1
ily room, ai
newly de(
within 1 we
town and
LARGE 3-t
acre lot lot
University,
central gas
house, gocm
enough for
house trail
Large garde
sion with c

death in f
any reason
HOUSE an
old Murray
4;10,900.00.
WE ALW)
good listini
ing homes
money. It v
with Ray
FtORERTS
all your
Call 753-16
see us at 1

16-oz. Reg. $125
Hey, you fellers from Tennessee, you took
that back page away from me! But the
low prices at Uncle Jeff's you can't hide
by asking the publisher to put our ad on
the inside.

Adds Body To Fine Hair
8-oz. Reg. $3.95

We ask the people to read that back page
ad, and you will wish they never had.
After they turn one page and look inside
and see the low prices you are trying to
hide.

PERMA PRESS PRINT

We atilt are not a member of a big chain,
or the Tennessee clan. So the only way
we can sign is the Murray,Kentucky, man.

MATERIAL

BY OWN
brick horn
electric, ce
Keeneland
753-7525.

YDS
OR
DEN HOSE

Chare&I

HANGER

COMMERC
sale or rei
Five miles
main highs
days 753-81

THREE-BE
, Central ha
--'built-in kit
'ughout.
• 5:00 p. m.

BY OWNE
three-bedrt
• conditionin
room, 15'
Phone 491

BY OWN
brick on 1
tras inclus
family root
out; avacac
and dishwi
landscaped
00. Phone

Lite
•••••••
0

Silty

SAM HA}
Murray, I
753-8061. '
Water".

ALL SID
power MON
elements 4
your ham
Call 7534
12th.

WILL DI
Truman
6th. Phon

43-City in Italy
44-Enemy
45-Goddess of
healing
46.Pronoun
47-Before
48-Noise
51 -Earth
goddess

WILL DO
753-7168.

FOR ALL
needs will
Henry An
• Ky. Phone

34-Singing voice
36-Possesses
37 Tear
38 Sluggish
39-Transgress
40-Prohibits
41 Openings•
45 Metal fastener
44 Tactile organ
cf animal
46 Suggested
.49 Lubricate
50 Rants
52 Silkworm
53-Bitter wykh
54 Musical drama
55ia,

I B. mistaken
2 Meadow
3 Raised

BRAND IN
brick has
with built
throughout,
entrance hi
tral heat a;
a bargain.
ONLY one
like new is
house. It
den, two
all Tappan
room, carp
tral air an(
suit you.

NICE 5-roe
that you (
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32 Shallow vessel
35-Stories
36-Pronoun
37-Raged
39-Strip of
leather
40-Storage
compartment
42-Roman tyrant

FOUR BED
with firepi
ing room,
a tremendc
space. Thi
has centre
a larger th
er is leavir
ed to sell.

money, OWII

Murray Livestock
Market Report

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
1411LP WANTED
FliAMOM five string Folk guitar with strap, case, picks and
KAP°. Phone 753-8592. .1-14-C

REAL !WATS POit SALM
FOUR BEDROOMS, 2 baths, den
with firepiace, living room, dining room, utibty, kitchen, and
a tremendous amount of storage
space. This lovely house also
has central heat and air and
a larger than average lot. Owner is leaving town and it's priced to sell.

110
ItIS
.
,

22 CUBIC FOOT chest type
deep freeze, $120.00. Phone 4362250.

ItRAL MAYS FOR SALE

If you ar• looking for a some in Robertson
School District, take a look at 1714 Keenland Road, 3
bedrooms,
central heat and air, double garage. Truly a nice
home.
We hare this beautiful TH-Level in Kingswood that
has
just about every thing, all carpet and tile, 4-bedrooms.
den, 2 baths, patio, drapes, dishwasher, disposal.
3-bedroom B.V. at 1712 Kiesniand at $22,000.00. Central
heat and air, carpet, built-ins. Truly worth the money.
BRAND NEW three-bedroom
In Kingswood, 3-bedrooms, den, all built-ins, 2 baths,
all
brick has two baths, kitchen
carpet, even patio, has outdoor carpet. You can buy this
'dab built in range, carpeting
nice home for $24,750.
throughout, den, living room,
Large New Horne at 1503 Story Avenue, has carpet, lots
entrance hall, carport, and cenof paneling, all built-ins, large lot, central heat and air.
tral heat and air. It's priced at
This house has been reduced to $24,000.00.
a bargain.
One of Murray. most modern 3-bedroom homes on HerONLY one year old and just
mitage Avenue. Lot is 140 x 315. This house has everylike new is this three-bedroom
thing you could want in a modern home.
house. It has an extra large
Take a look at this big colonial in Kingswood with the
den, two baths, kitchen with
white fence and large lot This home is one of Murrays
all Tappan appliances, utility
finest and the price will suprise you.
room, carport, carpeting, cenNew 3-bedroom B.V. In Kingswood for the family who
tral air and heat. It might just
wants a nice home with all carpet and tile, built-ins,
suit you.
double garage, all the extras. Just $24,500.00.
TWO-BEDROOM house located
Unique Design is what you will find in Canterbury when
at Almo Heights. It is nice in
you see this 3-bedroom, formal dining room, 2 baths,
every way and has city water
family room, double garage, carpet and tile. Notice the
and gas, new gas furnace, large
kitchen cabinets. Only $31,500.00.
kitchen and dining area and is
Almost completed. This beautifully designed 4-bedroom
ready to sell for less than $8,in Canterbury Estates. Will make you a delightful home.
600.00.
4-bedrooms, double garage, fine carpet, formal dining
ON SHARPE Street just east
room, large utility room, double front doors, and one of
of 12th Street is a small 2-bedthe prettiest kitchen and den combination you have ever
roam frame house with gas
seen. Located on Johnson between 17th and 18th Street
heat, hardwood floors, possesSouth.
sion with deed, $8,000.00.
At 503 South 7th Street, we have this 4-bedroom WV.
ON NORTH lath Street we have
full basement with fire place, built-ins, carpet and tile
a nice 3-bedroom brick, only 4
and H.W. This house is close to town and the price is
years old. Has extra large famright.
ily room, air-conditioner, range,
Magnolia Drive in Keeeland is this extra nice 4-bedroom
needy decorated. Possession
brick with 2 baths and carpeted. One of the best.
within 1 week. Owners have left
On Kirkwood Drive is this largo 3-bedroom home with
town and want a bid.
2 baths. Many extras make this a truly deluxe home.
LARGE 3-bedroom brick an 1
Magnolia Drive in Keen•land. A 3-bedroom, 2 bath home
acre lot located in sight of the
with all built-ins and every thing you'd need for good
University. Has den, fireplace,
living.
central gas heat, nice storage
In New Providence, this lovely 7 room brick home with
house, good well, lot large
central heat and air. Carpeted and truly a fine home.
:enough for another house or
Sha Wa Circle, 3-bedroom brick with central air, double
j,.--house trailer and still have
garage, 2 baths. Price reduced and a real bargain.
..,large garden, $21,000.00. PossesCircarama
In Earl Court, beautiful 3-bedroom stone,
:Sion with deed.
double garage, central heat and air.
Glendale Road, lovely 3-bedroom brick, fenced yard and
'NICE 5-room house at Dexter
that you can buy worth the
real nice.
money, owner is selling due to
Beautiful in Kingswood. The Mac Fitts home, 3-beddeath in family, will consider
room brick. Delightfully different.
any reasonable bid.
Bagwell Manor on Guthrie Drive, a real nice 3-bedroom
HOUSE and 5 acres of land an
brick, $22,000.
old Murray and Paris Road,
New Duplex, 2-bedrooms on each side, modern and pric.$10,900.00.
ed right.
WE ALWAYS have need for
208 South 12th, 4-bedroom brick, dining room, garage,
good listings. We are still sellfireplace, 2 baths. Bargain priced.
ing homes in spite of the tight
811 North 111th Street, nice 3-bedroom brick with family
money. It will pay you to check
room larigLaitone fireplace. $18,800.00.
with Ray or Hoyt Roberts at
712 ?Agin Street, large 15 room frame home. Excellent
ROBERTS REALTY regarding
condition and good investment property.
all your Real Estate needs.
Parke Lane Drive, 4-bedroom brick home. Realy worth
Call 753-1851 or come by and
the money.
▪ see us at 505 Main Street.
Three-bedroom brick on South 11th, with income apartJ-12-C
ment. Reasonable.
Near University, 1406 Poplar, 2-bedroom brick with garBY OWNER: Three-bedroom;
age and breezeway.
brick home on large lot All
Story Avenue and Shady Lane, new 2-bedroom brick, 2
electric, central air and heat.
baths, central heat and air. Bargain.
.;,Keeneland Subdivision. Phone
Meadow Green Acres. Country living near the city. 3'753-7525.
August4C
%
bedroom, family room. Really nice and priced right.
COMMERCIAL BUILDING for
1509 Belmont, 3-bedroom brick, central heat and air.
sale or rent, 2500 square feet.
Nice.
• Five miles out of Murray on a
Gatesborough Estates, lovely new 3-bedroom brick. Beaumain highway. Call 753-6508 or,
tifully decorated and fully carpeted.
days 753-8004.
1108 FaIrlan• Drive in Circarama, 3-bedroom stone,
J-11-C
garage. Fine location. Moderate price.
THREE-BEDROOM brick home.
Belmont, nice 3-bedroom brick. Large family room.
1603
. Central heat and air, 1% bathe.
Large Frame on Miller. Has apartment upstairs renting
• !Ibullt-in kitchen, carpeted throfor $120.00 per month. Seperate entrance, shady lawn.
• ughout. Phone 753-4518 after
307 Elm Street, 3-bedroom frame home on good business
.45:00 p. m.
J-14-NC
lot
Werth on 641,9 acres and 4-room garage apart' OWNER: 10 acre farm,
ment. Good for developing.
three-bedroom, with bath, airOld 641 North, 3-bedroom frame with basement. $8,000.
conditioning, 9' x 28' utility
Van Cleve Road, nice 2-bedreene frame with garage.
room, 15' x 20' closed in porch.
Phone 492-8658.
Lynn Grove home on b•avtlisil lai acre lot.
3-14-P
121 South, 3-bedroom frame 4- Nice.
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
121 South, 2-bedroom frame. Reasonable.
brick on Keeneland Drive. ExNice Business lot with 50 a 100 garage building.
tras include seperate paneled
Fine commercial lots In different parts of town.
family room; carpeting throughSeveral farms of various sizes.
out; avacado refrigerator, range
Maple Springs Subdivision near Kenlake. Nice large lots.
and dishwasher; disposal; large
22 acres adjoining Chandler Park. Suitable for developlandscaped lot. Under $23,000.ing.
00. Phone 753-7424.
J-11-NC
55 acres .iat.._Coldwater with 3-bedroom modern brick
home and fine outbuildings. Finest land in this county.
641 North, near Dexter, 30 acres and beautiful brick
$IIRVICIS °PRIMED
home. On highway.
RAM HARRIS Water Sereice,
In Alme, 3-bedroom frame cn 1 acre lot, also 2-bedroom
Murray, Ky., Route 5, phone
frame on '4 acre lot.
753-8061. "Pure City Drinking
In Kirksey, VS acres with madern 7 room brick home
, Water".
3-10-P
and shop building.
We have lots of lake property, several cottages. lakeSMALL
appliances
• ALL
and
power mowers repaired, heating -front and lake view lots. Watch for our special on lake
property in Friday's paper.
elements on electric ranges In
your home, hand saws filed.
FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate needs come by or (Nall GUY
Call 753-6067, 512 rear, South
SPANN REAL ESTATE AGENCY at 51e West Main, Na12th.
J-12-P
tional Hotel Building. Business Phone 753-7724. lt-sme
WILL DO painting. Contact
Phone: Guy Spann, 753-2587; Leuise Baker, 753-2409;
Truman Edwards, 504 North
Onyx Ray, 753-8919; Gary Young, 753-8109.
3-12-C
8th. Phone 753-6587.
J-10-P

WANTED: Female to operate
a checkout machine; some office filing and general work in
stocking merchandise. Apply in
person. No phone calls. CalloEVENING FREE??? No exper- way County Soil Improvement
kW* 1:1001411 to earn 25%4com Aasociation.
Industrial Road.
mission demonstrating toys. No
TFC
Investment.
Car
necessary
Write Toy Ladies Party Plan;
Johnstown, Pa. 18002. H-J-10-P

1959 FOUR-SPEED BMW. Phone
KITCHEN WARES, dishes, pots, 753-9021.
J-10-NC
pans, vases, etc., yard mowers
used, books, small electrical ap- HARLEY-DAVIDSON Chopper
pliances including deep fat cook. motorcycle, 1200 cc. Engine reCr, waffle, grill, can opener, ac- cently overhauled. Phone 753HELP
'7-14-P
cordian with music $65.00, Bell
lyre $50.00, flute $35.00, hand MAPLE
10' WIDE air-conditioned trail
Deacon's Bench, 64"
NEW HEAVY DUTY e118111818. tools,
WANTED
folding chairs, yard long. Great for entry
Phone 753-2930 after 4:00
er.
hall. Mat8511P gear box, stump Nagar chairs,
yard tools, odd items ching maple
p. in. Will accept girls. BranHarvest table.
Triangle
;and solid tail wheel. Heavy ms- Cash
Restaurant
sales. No refunds or ex- uses minimum space,
don Dill.
TIPC
opens to
tough to cut 4" bushes, weds changes
Waitress
809 Vine Street, July seat ten easily. Both
like new.
enough to cut your lawn. • 11 and 12,
Grill Cook
hours nine a. m. to Phone 753-8416.
J-12-C
pick-up models, $325.00. Alas four p. m.
Dish Washer
J-11-P
4' pick-up and 5' pull model.
Vinson 'Tractor Co., 753-4892. 1959 GMC 6-cylinder pickup,
July MC Fleet Side, new paint, excellent
ONE AND two-bedroom furncondition, cheap. Also trailer
ished apartments on South 18th.
FOUR NEW 1969 Zig-Zag sew- for rent, 10' x 52', air condi- TWO GOOD Moto
Tillers, in
Zimmerman Apartments. Phone
ing machines with 20 year guar- tioned, good downtown loca- perfect condition. Also three
753-6609.
antee. These nationally adver- tion. Baxter Bilbrey, phone 753- power mowers. All cheap. Bil
tised sewing machines will make 5617 or 753-1267.
J-11-C brey's Oar and Home Supply, WANTED: Baby sitter, day ON KENTUCKY LAKE a threebuttonholes, sew on buttons, sew
210 East Main, Phone 753-5817. hours, 5 days a week for three bedroom furnished house. Phone
over pins, and sew many crest NEW KING SIZE bed and ma3-12-C children for resnainder of sum- 438-2323.
J-11-C
ive designs without using at- ple head board. Like new solid
mer. Phone 753-8594 after 4:00
oak
five
piece
Spanish
dining
tachments, and will be sold for
p. m.
J-10-C TRAILERS One 10 ft. wide,
only $31.90 each. Terms can room suite. Two solid maple
two-bedroom, air - conditioned,
be arranged. For free trial call Early American end tables. AUCTION: 6:00 P. M. starting AVON: If you need a good ste- carpeted, automatic
washer.
Westinghouse 40 inch white time at 1305 Story Avenue, ady income, but can only work Private lot Rent $75.00
Paducah 442-8605 collect
per
electric
range.
Phone
753-6420.
part-time,
sell Avon cosmetics. month. One 8 ft. wide, two-bedJuly 10, 1969. Wayne Wilson,
J-1DC
3-15-P Auctioneer, Phone 753-3263. Experience unnecessary. Call room, air-conditioned.
Rent
19138 SINGER Style-O-Matic and
Beds complete, riding coat, size 753-5539 or write: Mrs. Evelyn $50.00 per month. Phone 489desk-makes buttonholes, sews
L
Brown,
Avon Mgr., Dist. 440, 3623.
16, vanities, with triple mirror,
J-11-C
on buttons, monograms, emchair and stool, desk, couch, Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ky
broiders, appliques, and sews
end tables, child's table, lamp, 42084.
H-J-11-C
creative designs without wing 1968 SINGER Zig-Zag sewing pots and plants, refrigerator,
attachments. Ten year guaran- machine in nice desk. This ma- stove, cabinet, breakfast room
tee, full price only $53.39 chine makes many fancy
WARTED
de- suite, white desk and chair, walor $5.45 per month, terms. For signs, buttonholes, embroider- nut end table, mattress, stereo
LARGE six-room apartment.
free home trial call Paducah ies, monograms, plus much stand, typewriter stand, upholAlso 40' x 40' business space
442-8605 collect
more without using attachments. ster and cotton material, baby
with good parking area. Conbassinet,
baby
Small
high
balance
chair, baby
of only $54.89
BRACE yourself for a thrill the
tact Farm Bureau, 753-4703 or
Apply
potty
In
chair,
Person or
antique dresser and
first time you use Blue Lustre OT $5.06 per month. 10 year
435-4892.
J-11-C
to clean rugs. Rent electric guarantee. For free home trial, baby bed, kitchen ware and
Phone
474-2228
numerous
call
other
Paducah
items,
AIR-CONDITION
collect,
including
ED
442-8605.
trailer on
shampooer $1. Big K. .1-12-C
j_15,c garden tools.
shady lot. Near University
J-10-C
HOLIDAY
DALMAT1ON PUPPIES for sale.
Phone 753-1203.
J-11-P
Excellent bloodlines. AKC Re- 1969 AUTOMATIC twin-needle
WANTED TO BUY
RESTAURANT
gistered. Telephone 642-3151, zig-zag sewing machine that
sews creative designs, sews over WANTED: Child size desk.
Paris, Tennessee.
J-12-NC
at Aurora
pins, sews on buttons, hooks, Phone 753-3110,
. 3-10-C
eyes and snaps, plus all other
sewing jobs without using -at- WANTED: Yelow ear corn detachments. 20-year guarantee. livered to Co-op Store trill.
Priced at only $33.95 or as lit- $1.50 per bushel. Needed at
tle as $4.19 per month. For once. Calloway County Soil Im- VACANCIES at Ccanstock High
TAPPAN GAS range. Price free home trial
Association. Indus- School, Comstock, Michigan.
call Paducah provement
1. Chemistry, physics, electric415.00. Phone 753-6392. 3-10-C collect, 442-8605.
trial Road, Phone 753-2924.
J-15-C
TFC ity, combination teacher. 2.
20' x 12' PONTON with cabin, ONE ELECTRIC
Cameral math and science teachclothes dryer,
couch sink, table, cabinets, co- one year old. One 30
er. 3. Speech, English, Journal- UNIVERSITY HE1GH'1'S, one of
gal. elecmode, and 50 H. P.'Evinrude, tric hot water heater,
ise combination teacher. 4. As- Murray's finest mobile home
INVITATION TO BID
table
with 30 gallon gas tank. Call top. One gas cook
Blatant Band director. Salary parks located on N. 16th St.,
range, price
The
Calloway
County scheduled: )3A Degree,
753-6842.
J-14-P $10.00. Phone 489-3623.
$7,200.- now has a limited number of
Board of Education is asking
00 to $11,736.00. MA Degree, spaces available. For informafor bids On two (2) portable
PUPPY SALE. Healthy AEC
$7,776.00 to $13,248.00. If in- tion contact 753-6665 or 753classroom units. Specifica- terested, contact
- Poodles, Pekingese, Germal
3-12-C
Mr. Howard 7770.
tions may be obtained at the
Shepherds, Dachshunds, Irialk
J. Eyries, Principal, Comstock,
FOR
SALE
OR
TRADE
Board's
Office,
setters. Whatever you want, I
200 South
Michigan 49041.
J-22.-C
6th Street, Murray, Kencan get it. Phone 753-7664.
BY OWNER, priced right, small
ky.
3.12-C
WANTED: Service station at- cabin on Kentucky Lake. Nice
1968 TRIUMPH Tiger 500 c. c,
All bids must be in the tendant at Texaco Station 15th shady lot, electricity, water and
2000 miles, perfect condition
air-conditioning, furnished if
Phone 753-6565 after rive p. Board's Office by July 21, and Main. Phone 753-9121.
m.
1TC
J-10-C 1969, 12:00 noon.
3-12-C desired. Ctill 753-962e after 6:00
p. m.
3-12-P

COOKS

by Ernie Bushmiller
WAIT UNTIL I
MOVE THE
PLATE, NANCY

BECKY MAKES UP THESE SPECIAL
SANDWICHES 0' HERS-- I SELL'EM
TO /DU BOYS, BUT YOU t'T PAY
ME IN MONEY 'CAUSE THE CANNERY'S
CLOSED AND
MONEY WON'T
BE EASY T'
COME BY.

WE 8/41rTER,MANI. YOU, RAY-YOU TRADE A GOUPLA SIDES 0'
BEEF FOR THE SANDW1CHE5- AND ',CU, HOWIE --YOu AND THE
MISSUS, BAKE THE BREAD

WILL DO baby sitting. Phone
753-7168.
J-i5-C

AUTOS FOR SALE
FOR ALL your crop spraying
CHEVROLET
pick-up.
needs with Hi-Boy, see or call ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- 1988
Henry Armstrong, Lynn Grove, vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C. Long wheel base. Like new
J-10-C
• Ky. Phone 435-4631.
J-11-P M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176, Phone • 753-8533.
Lynnville, Ky.
August-12-C
BUSH-HOGGING. Nick Horton,
1988 VOLKSWAGEN Sunliner,
J-11-P
phone 753-1203.
t sedan with push out windows.
Take over payments. Phone 753LIGHT HAULING, general re=1.
J-10-C
pair arid odd job work. Phone
435-4482.
J-11-C
eftEVELLE SS, 4-speed,
No Jobs to Small or Large
396. Sharp, local, low mileage
to be appreciated ..
car. Phone 753-3178. J-10-NC
Fret, Eqtirnates
Contart•-"
- LOST: Lenson and white fe. reale pointer bird dog, about
one year old. Call 753-5062.
3-10-C

BLACK-TOP PAVING
A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 7534502
saam -01$4511._led

1964 CHEVY II, two-door hardtop. Sharp. Dial 753-3917. 117

Abner
-THET-S/GRP-"SARTIN
SWEET SOMEONE"
SENDSME A FANCY
piNNER
7:30 -----WHAR IS IT?-

WOULD
`10'LIKE

-60MG-0.
W-4UTWE
CATFISH
BALL
E/EBALL
STEW?

WHY NOT
THAT WAY
WE dET RID O' THE EXTRA
WE RAISE AND EVEATESCIOY
GETS A FAIR SHAKE!!
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Hospital Report
ADULTS 94
NURSERY 4
JULY 7, 1969
ADMISSIONS
Miss Paula Foy, Box 33, Lynn
Grove; Mrs. Juanita Pritchett,
Rte. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Leora Turner, 414 So. 10th St., Murray;
Claud Henry. Rte. I. Dexter;

James E. Buchanan, Rte. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Karen Rust &I Baby
Boy,(Rte. 5, Murray, Cletus McDania, 30'71/2So. 3rd St., Murray; Miss Celia Bea Taylor,
Almo: Halford Lassiter, 1003 FaInane Dr., Murray; J. I. Grogan,
Maio; Mrs. Doris June Banks,
308 Woodlawn Dr., Murray; Jack
Garrison, Rte. 6,Pottertown
Murray; Howard Thorn, Dexter;
Mrs. Ora Bodkin, 103 No. 14th
St., Murray; Mrs. Ruby C. Wratheir. 1403 Poplar, Murray: Mrs.

& TIMES

THURSDAY — JULY 40. 1009

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Addle B. Crass, Rte. 5, Murray;
Mrs. Daisy M. Wickoff, Rte. 6,
Murray; Mrs. Mae Nancy West,
Rte. I, Almo; Robert Morton,
Rte. 1, Farmington- ; Thomas
Warren Patterson, New Concord;
Ota Truman Stalls, Rte. 2,Hazel;
William F. Dilctay, Rte. 6, Murray; Miss Jennie Scott, Rte. /,
Farmington; Mrs. Erie 0. Eft's,
1606 Calloway Ave., Murray:
DISKISSALS

Harchn; Gerald Richardson, Rte.
POPPED OUT
2, Murray; Mrs. Mary Richardson. Rte. 1, Hardin; Joseph Boggess, Rte. 4, Murray; Will Evans, MONTREAL UPI - Outfielder
Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs. Mary Cope- Ron Fairly was placed on the 21land, Rte. 2, Kirksey; Mrs. Nora day disabled list Tuesday by the
Morris, 307 No. 7th St., Murray; Montreal Expos. Fairly suffered
Mrs. Celia Buchanan (Expired), a knuckle fracture on his right
Box 13. Dexter:
hand Monday night in a game
with Chicago when he slammed
his right fist into the palm of
Tht• first successful applica- his left hand after he popped
tion of an artificial
heart-lung out with two on and two out in
the third inning.
Mrs. Phyllis Linville, Rte. 1, machine was in 1953.

TWO AIRMEN SHOT
SAIGON UPI - Hanoi Radio today broadcast an open letter to
the American people from the
chairman of the Viet Cong's National Liberation Front on the occasion of the U. S. Independence
Day. According to the radio, the
letter from Nguyen Him Tho congratulated the American people
for struggling against President
"Nixon's policy of aggression"
in South Vietnam.

HOUSING PROBLEM

WEST DE PERE, Wis. UPI MANILA UPI - Two U. S. When you've got nine children,
airmen were shot and wounded it's tough to find housing, evotli
Thursday night outside the main when you're a college president.
gate of the U. S. Clark Air Base; So when Dr. Robert E. Christen,
60 miles north of Manila, base 47, comes to town to take over
authorities said today. The men as the head ofSt. Norbert College
were taken to the base hospital next Tuesday he and his wife
where they were listed in "fair and seven children will move into
and good" condition. Their nam- the girl's dormitory. Two other
es were not revealed until their Christen children are in other
schools.
families could be notified.
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Thursday, July. 10
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Values To $4.99
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•Powerful 3-speed motor.
•Grilles swing out easily for blade clean
ing.
• Retractable contour-grip handle
•5-year warranty onn permanently
$ ntlylubri
cated G-E motor

Sizes 14-17
Sleeve Length
32-35

20 Inch
GIRLS

LADIES

Reversable

3-Speed

$29.33
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around
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Values To $1.97
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COLEMAN FUEL

Reduced
To

Colemanto

THE WORLD'S FINEST
RAITCASTING REEL
by
GARCIA

100's To Choose
From
.11•1•—

Th• prow
the makin
may eau*
people ca
right tha
loose in t

For Coleman Lanterns,
Camp Stoves, Catalytic
Heaters Blended to
give trouble-Fee Piper
at ion.

Just sopp

REWASNED

(Coatis

IYEA1

V*had

Valued At $2.99
Only$

88

tor Oiiy

s 9_97

4

LIMIT: 2 Per Customer
•t

A

•

OPEN 9-9

14 SOW

Ortunity Employer.
W Are An E
We ladly Reful Or Exchange Items Bought At Big K. Save Your Ticket's And Sales Slips.
• ACRE'S UP --,----FREE PARKING

BEE ,AIR SHOPPING CENTER
_
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